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Gravity from the extension of spatial diffeomorphisms
Szilard Farkas a)
Emil J. Martinec b)
Enrico Fermi Institute and Department of Physics, University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL 60637, USA
The possibility of the extension of spatial diffeomorphisms to a larger family of symmetries
in a class of classical field theories is studied. The generator of the additional local symmetry
contains a quadratic kinetic term and a potential term which can be a general (not necessarily
local) functional of the metric. From the perspective of the foundation of Einstein’s gravity
our results are positive: The extended constraint algebra is either that of Einstein’s gravity, or
ultralocal gravity. If our goal is a simple modification of Einstein’s gravity that for example
makes it perturbatively renormalizable, as has recently been suggested, then our results show
that there is no such theory within this class.
I. Introduction
What makes an n + 1 dimensional (pseudo) Riemannian manifold the relevant structure in the
description of the time evolution of Riemannian n-geometries? In the Hamiltonian formalism,
which is based on a spacelike foliation of the spacetime, the invariance of Einstein’s gravity under
nonspatial diffeomorphisms – diffeomorphisms that cannot be restricted to the spatial slices of
the foliation – is somewhat hidden, whereas the spatial diffeomorphism symmetry is as manifest
as in the Lagrangian formalism. More concretely, it requires some calculation to realize that the
infinitesimal symmetries that the Hamiltonian constraint generates on the solutions to the equations
of motion correspond to infinitesimal deformations of the foliation. Since the relationship between
the transformations generated by the constraints and the diffeomorphisms of the underlying n +
1 dimensional manifold is not straightforward, the question naturally arises if this relationship
is necessary at all. To put it differently: Do spatial diffeomorphisms allow for a further local
symmetry so that the symmetry algebra is different from that of general relativity or ultralocal
gravity? We insist on general covariance, however, we use this term in a weaker sense than usual:
The spatial metric and the conjugate momentum are the only canonical variables, and the local
constraints are constructed out of them in a form invariant way.
This is not the first time that the possibility of reducing the set of postulates that lead to Ein-
stein’s gravity is considered.1–4 However, we are interested in this question not only from the
perspective of the foundation of Einstein’s gravity. Another motivation is a recent proposal by
Horˇava for a modified theory of gravity in which Lorentz invariance is given up in the quest for
an improved UV behavior.5 Although this model does not seem to be physically relevant, it puts
our question in a new light: Perhaps it is possible to reduce the postulates of general relativity so
that they are realized not only by general relativity and ultralocal gravity, but also by some other
theories which might have the properties that motivated Horˇava’s modification. First we briefly
describe Horˇava’s proposal, and set up the framework in which we can look for theories that can
be relevant for gravity.
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The starting point of Horˇava’s construction is the action of general relativity in terms of the
ADM Lagrangian:
S ADM =
∫
R×Σ
LADM =
∫
R×Σ
N√g(R + KijKij − K2), Kij = 12N(g˙ij − 2∇(iNj)), (1)
where Σ is the space, and R is the time. The field configuration on the spacetime manifold is given
by (gij,Nµ), Nµ = (N,Ni), where N is the lapse, Ni are the shift functions, and gij is the spatial
metric. In (1) R is the Ricci scalar of gij, and ∇ is the covariant derivative on Σ compatible with
the spatial metric. Kij and K are the extrinsic curvature and its trace, and g˙ij is the time derivative
of gij. Latin indices denote spatial components. A configuration in the phase space Γ is given by
(gij, Kij). To avoid indices, we will denote the elements of Γ by (g, pi), where pi is the momentum
conjugate to g.
Spatial diffeomorphisms are still local symmetries in Horˇava’s proposal as in Einstein’s gravity.
What remains from the nonspatial diffeomorphisms is the invariance of the action under space in-
dependent, i.e. foliation preserving transformations. For further restrictions on the possible action,
Horˇava first appeals to an effective field theory argument: Under an anisotropic scaling symmetry,
the theory has a UV fixed point, and apart from the UV potential the Lagrangian contains only
relevant couplings under the scaling symmetry. For pragmatic reasons, a further principle is intro-
duced. The theory should satisfy a “detailed balance” condition, which restricts the form of the
potential term in the action:
S =
∫
dt d3x N√g
(
1
κ2
KijGijklKkl − κ
2
16
δW
δgij
Gijkl
δW
δgkl
)
, (2)
where W and the tensor Gijkl are some functionals of the spatial metric, and κ is a constant. The UV
potential is proportional to CijCij, where Cij is the Cotton tensor. The detailed balance condition
limits the number of the possible relevant couplings under the anisotropic scaling symmetry if we
assume that this condition is preserved by the renormalization group flow. The action suggested
by Horˇava is (2) with
Gijkl = gikg jl + gilg jk − λ gijgkl, (3)
W =
1
w2
∫
d3x Tr
(
Γ ∧ dΓ + 23Γ ∧ Γ ∧ Γ
)
+ µ
∫
d3x √g(R − 2ΛW), (4)
where λ, w, µ, and ΛW are constants, and the first term in W is the gravitational Chern-Simons
term, expressed in terms of the Christoffel symbols Γijk of gij. The functional derivative of this term
with respect to the metric is proportional to Cij.
By discarding possible spatial boundary terms, (2) and its later generalizations can be got from
the following action given in the Hamiltonian formalism:
S =
t2∫
t1
dt
∫
Σ
(
g˙ ·pi − NµHµ[g, pi]
)
, (5)
where at any time Hµ = (H ,Hi) are functionals of the spatial configurations of (g, pi). This action
is defined on a class of time dependent configurations (t, x) 7→ (g(t, x), pi(t, x),Nµ(t, x)), t ∈ (t1, t2),
x ∈ Σ. Any field that can be an instantaneous configuration in a function within this class will be
referred to as kinematically possible. A field that can occur as an instantaneous configuration in a
(local) solution to the equations of motion of (5) will be called dynamically possible. Let ˆΓ be the
constraint submanifold of Γ , which, by definition, consists of the dynamically possible canonical
variables. We will assume that the infinitesimal transformations generated by first class constraints
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on ˆΓ can be integrated to a symmetry group CAN. Subscript ADM will denote the corresponding
objects in general relativity.
In the nonprojectable version of Horˇava’s theory N can be any smooth function apart from
some conditions on its asymptotic behavior. In this version the equations of motion include the
constraints Hµ = 0 on Γ , which are not first class.6 We mention three different approaches to this
problem:
(i) We can get first class constraints by imposing further constraints on Γ . This can be implemented
by adding constraint functions with multipliers to (5). The new symmetry group CAN′ is an
extension of the spatial diffeomorphisms by local symmetries. The new constraint submanifold
ˆΓ
′ $ ˆΓ is a submanifold of ˆΓ , so ˆΓ ′ and especially the manifold ˆΓ ′/CAN′ of orbits are too small
compared to these objects in general relativity. Thus this option cannot be relevant for gravity.
(ii) The nonspatial diffeomorphisms in Einstein’s theory are symmetries of (2) only if they pre-
serve the foliation. These symmetries can be implemented on the action if the set of kinematically
possible configurations is invariant under such transformations. For example N can be kinemati-
cally possible only if it is a constant function, and thus the spacetime configurations of N depend
only on time. This is also called the projectable version of the theory. Here the constraints are first
class since apart from the constraints implied by the spatial diffeomorphism symmetry, there is one
single global constraint which is invariant under the transformations of the canonical variables by
spatial diffeomorphisms.
(iii) It is not necessarily a pathology if the constraints are not first class. It just means that (g, pi,Nµ)
is not dynamically possible for any kinematically possible N and (g, pi) ∈ ˆΓ . It is possible that we
do not have to modify the theory as in (i) if our only goal is that the local constraints Hµ = 0
are preserved by a nontrivial time evolution, for which all the constraints need to be satisfied by
a nonzero N for any (g, pi) ∈ ˆΓ . A dynamically possible configuration of N[g0, pi0] for a given
(g0, pi0) ∈ ˆΓ satisfies {H [g, pi](x) , ∫Σ N[g0, pi0]H [g, pi] }|g=g0,pi=pi0 = 0, where the Poisson bracket
is taken with respect to (g, pi). On the other hand, it is necessary that N[g0, pi0] satisfies this equa-
tion in order for δF[g0, pi0] = { F[g, pi] , ∫Σ N[g0, pi0]H [g, pi], }|g=g0,pi=pi0 to define an infinitesimal
symmetry on ˆΓ . It was argued in [7] that in a class of theories which includes Horˇava’s proposal
the only solution to this equation is N[g0, pi0] = 0 for generic coupling constants and (g0, pi0) ∈ ˆΓ .
Thus there is no symmetry associated with H .
There are several reasons why the lack of the local constraint H = 0 or the corresponding
local symmetry is undesirable. If λ , 23 in (3) then the local scale factor of the spatial metric is
dynamical, i.e., using the variables φ ≔ 13 ln g and g˜ij ≔ gije
−φ instead of gij in (2), we can see that
KijGijklKkl is independent of φ if λ = 23 , whereas it is quadratic in ˙φ for any other λ, and the acceler-
ation of φ appears in the field equations. If λ > 23 in (3), then the signature of Gijkl as a metric on the
symmetric rank two tensors is (−,+,+,+,+,+), and the term in (2) proportional to ˙φ2 is negative.
Such a mode usually leads to the loss of unitarity in quantum theory unless it is unphysical, i.e.,
there are gauge symmetries, and there is such a gauge condition that fixes this mode apart from
some nonlocal degrees of freedom, which is not the case if the only local symmetries are the spa-
tial diffeomorphisms. In Einstein’s gravity it is the space dependent nonspatial diffeomorphisms,
which are generated by the Hamiltonian constraint, that make the gauge choice Kii = 0 admissible
at least for spatial metrics that satisfy some asymptotic conditions in suitably chosen coordinates
(Dirac’s maximal slicing gauge, see for example [8]). Note that λ changes between λ = 23 and
λ = 1 if general relativity is to be recovered from (2) in some limit, and the local scale factor of
the metric is a physical mode with negative kinetic energy for such λ if there is no symmetry that
replaces the temporal diffeomorphisms. Even if it was possible to define a unitary quantum theory
with such a physical mode, its relationship with Einstein’s gravity, where this mode is unphysical,
would be unclear.
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The lack of a local symmetry that replaces space dependent temporal diffeomorphisms also
makes the physical interpretation of certain solutions problematic. Let µ = 0 in the potential (4),
and let us break the detailed balance condition, which seems to be necessary in order that general
relativity be some limit of the modified theory.9 If we add the Ricci scalar of the spatial metric to
(2) so that the limit w → ∞ yields the ADM action (1), we get
S =
∫
dt d3x N√g
(
1
κ2
KijGijklKkl − κ
2
2w4
CijCij +
κ2
2
R
)
, (6)
where we used that Cij is traceless, so GijklCijCkl = 2CijCij. A spherically symmetric spatial met-
ric is conformally flat, and the Cotton tensor is zero for such metrics in three dimensions. For
(gij,N, 0), where gij is conformally flat and g˙ij = 0, the field equations of (6) reduce to the same
equations as those of the ADM action (1). So the configuration (gij,N,Ni) obtained from the
Schwarzschild spacetime metric in the Schwarzschild coordinates is a solution to the field equa-
tions of (6). The horizon is a coordinate singularity in Einstein’s gravity, but here it appears to
be a physical singularity, where the spatial metric changes its signature. In general relativity the
coordinate singularities can be removed locally by taking a family of timelike geodesics heading
towards the singularity, and using their proper time as the new time coordinate. Such a family
of timelike geodesics can be arbitrarily approximated by physically realizable observers (by some
matter distribution). In Horˇava’s theory, with spatial diffeomorphisms as the only local symmetries,
there is a preferred foliation of the spacetime. The label of the spacelike hypersurfaces serves as a
time coordinate. If this time coordinate has any physical meaning in the sense that there are phys-
ically realizable observers whose time arbitrarily can approximate it, the spatial metric changes its
signature at some points according to such observers. This phenomenon is hard to interpret.
Of course it is possible that such observers are not realizable. For example the acceleration
of a stationary particle may be unbounded as its radial coordinate approaches the location of the
horizon. Note that even if this is true in Einstein’s gravity, it does not necessarily hold in Horˇava’s
modification. It is not obvious how Horˇava’s proposal incorporates matter, and if test particles
respect the geodesic principle. The geodesic principle is true if the tensor whose nonzero value
indicates the presence of matter is obtained by varying a diffeomorphism invariant action with
respect to the metric, and it satisfies the dominant energy condition. (See [10] for the details, in-
cluding the precise meaning of the geodesic principle here.) Even if we reconstruct a spacetime
metric from the field variables in Horˇava’s theory, this result does not apply. Nevertheless, assume
that the geodesic principle holds. It is a natural requirement that there be a time coordinate which
can be measured by a procedure which is physically admissible in the entire space that should con-
tain the region where the spatial metric is properly Riemannian. So we are in the puzzling situation
that the acceleration of stationary test particles can be arbitrarily high in any time coordinate that
is defined by physically feasible instructions.
As mentioned earlier, Horˇava proposed a UV theory that has a local scale invariance. The
action is (2) with only the least relevant potential term:
S UV =
∫
dt d3x N√g
{
2
κ2
(
KijKij − 13K
2
)
− κ
2
2w4
CijCij
}
, (7)
which is invariant under (gij,N,Ni) → (gije2ω,Ne3ω,Ni), where ω is an arbitrary smooth function
on Σ. The Cotton tensor transforms as Cij → Cije−5ω. In order to implement this symmetry,
the space of the kinematically possible configurations of N should be invariant under the scale
transformation. This space is big enough to get a local constraint by varying the action with
respect to N. The constraints on the phase space are not first class (see [6] for direct computations
for the special case when the action is the same as (7) except for the kinetic term, which is taken to
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be the same as in the ADM action (1)). It is a relevant question what generalizations of the initial
class of theories might allow for a first class constraints, or if it is possible to realize the local scale
transformation so that this additional local constraint is absent.
We have argued that the plausible candidates for a modification of Einstein’s gravity seem to
be the ones that admit an extension of the spatial diffeomorphisms with a further local symmetry.
Actually, this could be the guiding principle in our construction of theories in which only the
spatial diffeomorphisms are left from the symmetries of general relativity: We require that the
temporal diffeomorphisms are replaced with a new local symmetry. We have shown above some
physical motivations for this requirement, and we think it should replace the detailed balance
condition whose status in Horˇava’s original proposal is dubious. It was introduced only to avoid
the proliferation of the possible terms in the Lagrangian, and in fact it turns out to be too restrictive
if the theories that respect it are designed to reproduce Einstein’s gravity in some limit. Breaking
the detailed balance condition in order to overcome the latter difficulty raises the question that the
imposition of this condition initially intended to answer: Why do we not have to switch on the
other relevant terms that break the detailed balance condition? There are intimidatingly many such
terms.
Once we accept the need for extensions of spatial diffeomorphisms, we have to choose a frame-
work in which they are easy to find. The symmetries of Einstein’s gravity take a simple form in the
Lagrangian formalism. They are diffeomorphisms of a four-dimensional manifold. In the canon-
ical formalism this simplicity is lost. The generators of the infinitesimal transformations do not
even form a Lie-algebra, owing to the field dependent structure functions of their Poisson algebra.
Nevertheless, nothing is lost from the local symmetries of solutions in the Lagrangian formula-
tion as we pass to the Hamiltonian formalism in the following sense. Consider ˆF pi−→ ˆΓADM,
where the bundle manifold ˆF consists of maximal globally hyperbolic vacuum spacetimes. ˆΓADM
and CANADM are as before. See [11] for more details about the construction of these manifolds.
Let Diff be the group of not necessarily metric independent spacetime diffeomorphisms. Then
Π : ˆF /Diff → ˆΓADM/CANADM, Π(Diff · g) ≔ CANADM · pi(g) is a well-defined bijection.11, 12 If
we accept that plausible theories share this property with general relativity, the canonical formal-
ism is an appropriate framework for our investigations, and we can use it without loss of generality.
In our case the possible extensions of the spatial diffeomorphism algebra are yet unknown, so we
do not know a priori in what formalism, if any, the symmetry group takes such a simple form as
the spacetime diffeomorphisms in the Lagrangian formalism of general relativity.
Similarly to Hojman, Kucharˇ, and Teitelboim,1–3 we assume that the canonical variables are the
spatial metric and its conjugate momentum, the same as in Einstein’s gravity. The basic difference
between their analysis and ours is that they assumed that the symmetry algebra is the canonical
representation of the surface deformation algebra, which is the algebra of deformations of an n di-
mensional spacelike surface embedded in an n + 1 dimensional manifold, where the deformations
are induced by the infinitesimal diffeomorphisms of the n + 1 dimensional space. In their case the
Poisson algebra of the generators was completely known. In our case the n dimensional diffeomor-
phisms of the surface are part of the symmetry transformations, but unlike Hojman, Kucharˇ, and
Teitelboim, we make no assumption on the form of the entire symmetry algebra. We are interested
in the existence of algebras different from the representation of the surface deformation algebra
rather than the uniqueness of a realization of a fully specified algebra, which is the subject of the
analysis in [1–3].
Section II and III contain some preparatory definitions and a discussion of the momentum
constraint. Section IV analyzes the possibility of extending the supermomentum, which generates
the spatial diffeomorphisms, by an additional generator function, whose form is taken to be a
local kinetic term quadratic in the momentum πij together with a potential of quite general form.
Under some simplifying assumptions on the structure functions, we find no extension of the spatial
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diffeomorphisms within this class, apart from the symmetry algebra of general relativity and its
ultralocal truncation. Horˇava’s proposal belongs to this class.
In Section V we modify Horˇava’s candidate for the UV fixed point theory. The phase space of
this modification is reduced to the variables which are invariant under the local scale transforma-
tion. The constraints on the the phase space are first class, and they all generate symmetries on the
solutions. In Section VI we mention some possibilities that have not been ruled out by the negative
results of Section IV.
Several appendices are attached to the paper. One of their purposes is to maintain the mathe-
matical rigor of our analysis. Appendix A is devoted to some technical assumptions, which could
be replaced by stronger locality conditions on the quantities arising in the Poisson algebra of the
constraint functions. Nevertheless, this appendix helps us see what properties are really impor-
tant for the final conclusion, and we can keep closer to the generality of [1], where no locality
assumption was made on the metric dependence of the elements of the Poisson algebra. In light of
speculations that events might not play any essential role in the theory of gravity, the possibility of
nonlocal gravitational potential that partially smears out events is worth considering. Appendices
B, C, and D describe some mathematical properties of the constraint functions, which the reader
might find interesting in their own right, and which could be used in a further investigation of the
symmetry algebra.
II. Technical preliminaries and notations
Throughout the paper a symbol with an arrow on it denotes a vector field, a boldface letter stands
for a general tensor density, or sometimes in the appendices, a tensor field valued linear map.
Normalface letter with indices denotes the components of a tensor density or the tensor density
itself, without indices, its trace (e.g. pi, πij, π).
In the Hamiltonian formulation of Einstein’s gravity the canonical variables are the spatial
metric gij and its conjugate momentum πij. In our quest for a more general class of theories in
which the temporal diffeomorphisms are replaced by some other symmetry the canonical variables
are the same as in Einstein’s gravity: φ = (gij, πij). The space Σ is an n dimensional manifold.
Let Hµ = (H ,Hi) be a collection of functionals of the canonical variables. We will consider
infinitesimal transformations whose generators, which are actually constraints, are ∑µ ∫Σ αµHµ,
where αµ = (α, αi) = (α, ~α) are the parameters of the transformation, also known as descriptors.12
The collection αµ is denoted by α¯ when too many indices would clutter up a formula. Tradition-
ally, the super-Hamiltonian H and the supermomentum Hi, called sometimes Hamiltonian and
momentum constraints, are scalar and covector densities on Σ of weight 1. α is a scalar, αi is
a vector field. Coordinate independent notations would be cumbersome because of the presence
of densities of nonzero weight. Any integral in the main text is meant with respect to a fixed
coordinate volume element on Σ, and we represent densities ˜T by ˜T = √gT , where T is a tensor
independent of the choice of the volume element. On the other hand, in the appendices any integra-
tion is meant with respect to the natural volume element. Since the pairing of Hµ with parameter
αµ will appear frequently in our analysis, we will abbreviate it by
αµ ·Hµ ≔
n∑
µ=0
∫
Σ
αµHµ.
If F is a functional of the canonical variables, its infinitesimal transformation generated by αµ is
given by the Poisson bracket
δα¯F = {F, αµ ·Hµ}.
The parameter functions αµ and βµ have to have some appropriately prescribed boundary values or
decaying properties in order that the Poisson bracket {αµ·Hµ, βµ·Hµ}, which is defined by functional
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derivatives, exist. We shall assume that it exists if both αµ and βµ are in C∞0 , independent of (gij, πij).
The symbol C∞0 denotes the space of compactly supported smooth functions or vector fields on Σ.
We give our definition of functional differentiability and some other properties of functionals.
The argument of a general functional is enclosed by brackets, while the variable of an ordinary
function is in parentheses.
Definition. Let φ be a collection of smooth tensor densities on the space Σ, Γ the manifold of
configurations φ on which the functionals F : Γ → R and H are defined. H[φ] is a tensor density
on Σ.
• F is functionally differentiable if for any variation, i.e. for any one-parameter family of
(φλ)λ∈(0,1) ∈ Γ for which (λ, x) 7→ φλ(x) is smooth and φλ has appropriate boundary values or
asymptotic properties, the derivative ddλF[φλ] exists, and there is a collection T [φλ] of tensor
densities on Σ such that (λ, x) 7→ T [φλ](x) is smooth, and
dF[φλ]
dλ =
∑
m
∫
Σ
T m[φλ] ∂λφmλ ,
where the sum extends over the label m of the members of the collection T and φ, and all the
tensor indices of T m, which are suppressed, are contracted with the corresponding indices of
φm. The derivative ∂λφ is simply the partial derivative of the smooth function (λ, x) 7→ φλ(x)
with respect to the first variable. T [φ] is called the functional derivative of F at φ, and
denoted by
T [φ](x) ≔ δF
δφ(x) .
• H is local in φ if supp(H[φ1] − H[φ2]) ⊂ supp(φ1 − φ2) for all φ1,2 ∈ Γ .
• H is ultralocal in φ if it is a function of φ (but not its derivatives), that is, there is a function
h such that H[φ](x) = h(φ(x)) for all x ∈ Σ.
• H is concomitant of φ if H[ f∗φ] = f∗H[φ] for any diffeomorphism f : Σ → Σ.
The definition of “concomitant” gives a precise mathematical meaning to the property which is
sometimes described as “constructed out of φ in a form invariant way” or “depends solely on φ”.
Note the difficulty of giving a sensible definition to this property without assuming any tensorial
structure on H[φ]. Hence the definition of “concomitant” includes the assumption of some tensorial
structure so that the Lie transport of these quantities is defined.
Unbarred α denotes not only the 0th component of α¯, but if it is written in place of α¯ (as in δα f ,
Cµ[α, ¯β, Q], etc.) then it denotes an α¯ which is given by α¯ = (α,~0). The same convention applies
to δ~α f etc., i.e., if ~α stands in place of α¯, it refers to α¯ = (0, ~α).
We say that the Poisson algebra of Hµ closes if there are structure functions Cµ = (C,Ci) such
that
{αµ ·Hµ , βµ ·Hµ } = Cµ[α¯, ¯β, g, pi]·Hµ, (8)
for any αµ, βµ ∈ C∞0 , independent of (gij, πij), and a similar equality holds if they are obtained as
structure functions in some previous Poisson bracket. We indicated that Cµ are functionals of
the parameters and the canonical variables. Cµ[α¯, ¯β, g, pi] are functions on Σ, but that is not the
reason for their name “structure function.” This name refers to their dependence on the canonical
variable, which prevents the Poisson algebra from having an ordinary Lie algebra structure, in
which case the term “structure constant” would be appropriate. For further technical assumptions
see Appendix A.
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III. Supermomentum
The supermomentum, Hi, is assumed to generate the spatial Lie transport of the canonical vari-
ables φ = (gij, πij). Let ~α be a vector field on the n dimensional space Σ, independent of φ. Our
assumption on Hi is thatc)
L~αφ = δ~αφ = {φ, αi ·Hi}. (9)
The Poisson bracket of two functionals F and G of φ is defined as
{F,G} ≔ δF
δgij
· δG
δπij
− δG
δgij
· δF
δπij
(10)
Using the Lie derivative of the metric and the momentum, which is a contravariant symmetric
tensor density of weight 1, we get that Hi satisfies
{gij, αk ·Hk} = 2∇(iαj) = αk∂kgij + 2gk(i∂j)αk, {πij, αk ·Hk} = ∂k(αkπij) − 2πk(i∂kα j).
If T is a tensor independent of the canonical variables, then the transformation of its covariant
derivatives is
δ~α∇i1 . . .∇imT = {∇i1 . . .∇imT, αi ·Hi} = L~α∇i1 . . .∇imT − ∇i1 . . .∇imL~αT,
where we suppressed the indices of T . ∇ is the torsion free covariant derivative compatible with
the metric gij. Thus for ~α and ~β independent of (gij, πij):
δ~αδ~βgij = L~αL~βgij − LL~α~βgij.
L~αL~βgij − L~βL~αgij = L[~α,~β]gij, and L~α~β = [~α, ~β], hence
[δ~α, δ~β]gij = −L[~α,~β]gij = −δ[~α,~β]gij. (11)
For any spatial metric we have
{gij, [~α, ~β]k ·Hk} = δ[~α,~β]gij = −[δ~α, δ~β]gij = −(δ~αδ~β − δ~βδ~α)gij
= −{{gij, βk ·Hk}, αl ·Hl} + {{gij, αk ·Hk}, βl ·Hl} = {gij, {αk ·Hk, βl ·Hl}}
(12)
where in the last equality the Jacobi identity was used. Therefore equation (11) already fixes the
Poisson algebra of Hi:
{αi ·Hi, β j ·H j} = [~α, ~β]i ·Hi (13)
Note that if ~α and ~β are independent of the canonical variables, so is [~α, ~β], hence (9) was indeed
applicable in the first equality in (12). We quote the following result from [2]:
Proposition. If Hi is concomitant of the canonical variables (gij, πij), and L~αgij = {gij, αk ·Hk},
L~απij = {πij, αk ·Hk} for any αi, βi ∈ C∞0 , independent of (gij, πij), then the only possible Hi are
Hi = −2gij √g∇k π
jk
√g . (14)
c)Strictly speaking, only t· g = ∫ tijgij and t·pi = ∫ tijπij can have well-defined Poisson brackets with the generators
αµ ·Hµ, where t is a tensor density. When we write {F[φ](x), αµ ·Hµ} = G[α¯,φ](x), we mean that G[αµ,φ] is the
smooth tensor density for which {t · F[φ], αµ·Hµ} = t ·G[α¯,φ] holds for any compactly supported smooth tensor field
t which is independent of φ = (g, pi). The tensor indices of t, F, and G are suppressed.
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In section V we will define a dynamics on conformal classes of metrics. To this end, it will
be useful to realize the spatial diffeomorphism algebra on the reduced phase space of conformal
classes of metrics.
Let f : Σ → Σ be a diffeomorphism. A metric gij and g′ij are said to be in the same conformal
class if there is a function σ on Σ such that g′ij = gijeσ. For a generic f the metrics f∗gij and f∗g′ij
are not in the same conformal class even if gij and g′ij are. However, it is possible to define the
transformation of the metric so that it is a map between conformal classes. Define
˜Hi ≔ Hi +
2
n
√
g∇i π√g , (15)
where π = πii. The infinitesimal transformation generated by αi · ˜Hi on the metric is
{gij, αk · ˜Hi} = 2∇(iαj) − 2
n
gij∇kαk,
The Poisson algebra of ˜Hi is the same as that of Hi, given by (13). Let us introduce the conformal
metric and momentum:8
g˜ij ≔ g−
1
n gij, π˜ij = g
1
n
(
πij − 1
n
gijπ
)
, (16)
The conformal supermomentum (15) is an expression of the conformal variables (16) only:
˜Hi = −2g˜ij ˜∇kπ˜ jk, (17)
where ˜∇ is the covariant derivative compatible with the metric g˜ij. The transformation of the
conformal variables generated by αi · ˜Hi:
{g˜ij, αk · ˜Hk} = 2 ˜∇(iαj) − 2
n
g˜ij ˜∇kαk, {π˜ij, αk · ˜Hk} = ∂k(αkπ˜ij) − 2π˜k(i∂kα j) + 2
n
π˜ij ˜∇kαk.
IV. Super-Hamiltonian
The question that we turn to now is what are the possible super-Hamiltonians H such that the
Poisson algebra of Hµ closes in the sense (8), where Hi are given by (14). We shall consider
super-Hamiltonians H which are (i) ultralocal and (ii) at most quadratic in the momentum. We
also assume that (iii) H does not contain a term linear in the momentum πij, so H is the sum
of a momentum independent potential term and a kinetic term which is a homogeneous quadratic
expression of πij. Finally, we assume that (iv) the kinetic term is ultralocal in the metric.
In [2] condition (i) is the consequence of a kinematical condition: The transformation of the
spatial metric generated by α·H is required to be ultralocal in α as in general relativity. Hojman,
Kucharˇ, and Teitelboim were interested in the possibility of different Einsteinian geometrody-
namics, i.e. the existence of H such that (H ,Hi) give inequivalent canonical realizations of the
symmetry algebra of Einstein’s gravity.1–3 If (ii) is also assumed, then Einstein’s gravity is the
only realization of that algebra even for spatial dimensions higher than three.1 In this case (iii) and
(iv) are consequences of the symmetry algebra. It was argued in [2, 3] that if the space is three
dimensional, then even (ii) can be relaxed: The kinetic term is allowed to be a power series of the
momentum with metric dependent coefficients. In [2] only time reversible geometrodynamics is
considered, i.e., H is taken to be an even function of the momentum, but this condition turns out
to be redundant.3 Thus for a three dimensional space (i) is enough to regain Einstein’s gravity as
the only Einsteinian geometrodynamics.
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Since in our case the symmetry algebra is only partially known, the analysis for such a gen-
eral class of H as in Hojman, Kucharˇ, and Teitelboim’s investigations would be much more
complicated than the exploration of the different realizations of the fixed symmetry algebra of
Einstein’s gravity. Dropping (i) would probably make the analysis of Hojman et al intractable,
and in our case it would allow for uninteresting modifications of Einstein’s gravity. For example
Hµ = (HADM+tijHiH j, Hi), where HADM is the Hamiltonian constraint of general relativity, and
tij is a tensor density of weight −1, concomitant of the canonical variables. Theories with H
satisfying (ii) appear to be the physically most relevant ones since the relationship between the
momentum and the velocity is linear, so the momentum can be uniquely eliminated in favor of the
velocity if the kinetic term is a nondegenerate expression of the momentum. Condition (iii) can be
interpreted as the requirement of time reversibility.2 For assumption (iv) we do not have any phys-
ical motivation. It is assumed for the sake of simplicity of our analysis, but we note that Horˇava’s
proposal and its later modifications, including the ones in which the detailed balance condition is
broken, all belong to the class to which the theorem in this section applies.
The question of different extensions of spatial diffeomorphisms was already raised in [1], where
Teitelboim notes that we do not know what makes the Poisson algebra of general relativity prefer-
able over other possibilities, and he mentions ultralocal gravity as an alternative to Einstein’s grav-
ity. As far as we know, all the attempts to find theories which admit an extension of the spatial dif-
feomorphisms with a further local symmetry, and in which (gij, πij) are the only canonical variables,
satisfy condition (i-iv). In [4] the following potentials terms in H were tried: V =µR+ν, V =Ra;
and the potential V = c1R2+c2RijRij+c3∇i∇iR is also claimed to have been tested (µ, ν, a, c1, c2, c3
are constants, Rij is the Ricci tensor of the spatial metric gij, R=Rijgij). None of them were found
to result in a closed Poisson algebra of Hµ. In [13] it is conjectured that if the kinetic term in H
is the same as in the Hamiltonian constraint of general relativity, then the Poisson algebra of Hµ
closes only for Einstein’s gravity. Apart from (i-iv), some mathematical properties described in
Appendix A, and a simplifying condition on the momentum dependence of the structure functions
that we will describe soon, we do not make further assumptions. In particular, we do not use some
specific form for the potential, but it is allowed to be a general, possibly nonlocal functional of the
metric. So our analysis applies to H of the form H = 1√gGijklπ
ijπkl+G[g], where Gijkl is ultralocal
in the spatial metric gij, but G[g] can be a general functional of gij.
In Einstein’s gravity the structure functions Ci[α, β, g] in (8) depend on the metric. In general
Cµ[α¯, ¯β, g, pi] can depend both on the metric gij and the momentum πij. However, we will consider
only the case when C[α, β, g, pi] is at most linear in the momentum. Recall our notations: This
means only an assumption on the structure function with which H might arise on the right hand
side of its own Poisson brackets. In the theorem below, for clarity, any possible momentum and
metric dependence is indicated explicitly.
Theorem 1. Let the space Σ be n > 3 dimensional. Hi[g, pi] is the supermomentum given by
(14), and H [g, pi] = 1√g Gijklπijπkl + G[g], where Gijkl = κ (gikg jl + gilg jk) − λ gijgkl with constants
satisfying nλ , 2κ , 0. Assume that for any α, β ∈ C∞0 there is a smooth tensor field t[α, β, g] such
that supp t[α, β, g] ⊂ suppα ∪ supp β, and for any momentum πij
C[α, β, g, pi]·H [g, pi] +Ci[α, β, g, pi]·Hi[g, pi] =
∫
Σ
tij[α, β, g]πij
with smooth functions C[α, β, g, pi] and Ci[α, β, g, pi], which are linear in α and β, and their support
is within suppα ∪ supp β. Furthermore, C[α, β, g, pi] is also linear in πij. Then there are smooth
vector fields ~v[α, β, g], linear in α and β, such that supp~v[α, β, g] ⊂ suppα∪ supp β, and for any
momentum πij ∫
Σ
tij[α, β, g]πij =
∫
Σ
vi[α, β, g]Hi[g, pi].
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In other words, under the simplifying assumptions on the structure functions mentioned in
the above theorem, if the Poisson bracket is a linear expression of the momentum, which is true
if H is of the form as in the above theorem, and it closes, then it is a linear expression of the
supermomentum itself. So the structure function C[α, β, g, pi] actually vanishes. This statement is
plausible, but the rigorous proof, which can be found in Appendix E, is somewhat technical, in
part owing to the relatively weak locality assumptions on Cµ[α, β, g, pi]. Actually, the statement is
plausible even if we relax the condition that C[α, β, g, pi] is linear in πij, especially if we assume that
Cµ[α, β, g, pi](x) is a polynomial of πij and its derivatives at x ∈ Σ. If the degree of the momentum
dependence of the structure function accompanying H is as high as in H itself, the appeal of the
canonical formalism seems to be lost. We are not going to extend our analysis in this direction.
The following theorem applies to the case when the Poisson bracket {α ·H , β ·H } closes on the
supermomentum, i.e., C[α, β, g, pi] = 0, which is true if C[α, β, g, pi] is required to be independent
of the momentum, or if it depends linearly on the momentum, and Cµ satisfy the conditions of
the previous theorem. In the next theorem the metric and momentum dependence of Hµ and the
structure functions will not be indicated explicitly. The parameters αµ, βµ are always assumed to
be independent of the canonical variables.
Theorem 2. Assume that the Poisson algebra of Hµ = (H ,Hi) closes with the standard Poisson
bracket (10) on Hi. Hµ are functions on the n > 2 dimensional space Σ, concomitant of the
canonical variables (gij, πij), and
H =
1√gGijklπ
ijπkl +G[g],
L~αgij = {gij, αi ·Hi}, L~απij = {πij, αi ·Hi} for any αi, βi ∈ C∞0 ,
where Gijkl is an ultralocal, but G[g] a general (not necessarily local) functional of the metric.
Under these conditions H can always be rescaled so that the Poisson algebra of Hµ is
{α·H , β·H } = −ǫgij(α ∂jβ − β ∂jα)·Hi,
{αi ·Hi, β·H } = (αi∂iβ)·H ,
{αi ·Hi, β j ·H j} = [~α, ~β]i ·Hi,
where ǫ = 0 (symmetry algebra of ultralocal gravity) or ǫ = ±1 (symmetry algebra of Einstein’s
gravity with Euclidean (ǫ = 1) or Lorentzian (ǫ = −1) signature).
If Gijkl is an invertible map between the spaces of rank two symmetric tensors, then G[g] is a
function of the metric and its first and second derivatives. If ǫ = 0 also holds, then G[g] is actually
ultralocal in the metric. If ǫ , 0, then Gijkl=κ (gikgjl + gilgjk − 2n−1 gijgkl), where κ , 0 is constant.
If Gijkl is not invertible, then ǫ = 0.
Proof. The proposition in Section III has already established the only possible form of Hi. We
divide the analysis of H into five steps. See Section II for our notational conventions.
1. Auxiliary noncanonical variables
Since Gijkl is assumed to be ultralocal in the metric, the Poisson brackets of α ·H and β ·H can
produce only linear functionals of the momentum. By the assumption C[α, β] = 0, these Poisson
brackets must close on the supermomentum Hi with structure functions Ci[α, β] independent of
the momentum. H is assumed to be a scalar density, concomitant of the canonical variables, the
Poisson bracket of H with βi ·Hi is the Lie derivative of H with respect to ~β, which is a linear
homogeneous expression of H and its first derivatives. Ci[α, ~β] = 0, and the weight of H fixes
C[α, ~β]. What will be important first is that Cµ[α, ¯β] are all independent of the momentum. Finally,
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the structure functions Ci[~α, ~β] = [~α, ~β]i, which are independent of the canonical variables, and
C[~α, ~β] = 0 are already known from (13). Note that Cµ[α¯, ¯β] is bilinear.
Let us introduce the auxiliary variables ¯N=Nµ= (N,Ni), which is a collection of a scalar and a
vector field in C∞0 , independent of gij and πij. By the assumption on the momentum dependence of
H ,
δ(N·H )
δπij(x) = 2N(x)Pij(x), where Pij ≔
1
2
∂H
∂πij
.
We introduced the quantity Pij for the sake of brevity of later calculations. Note that
{gij,Nµ ·Hµ} = 2NPij + 2∇(iNj). (18)
By (18) the infinitesimal transformation of gij generated by β·H satisfies
Nδβgij = N{gij, β·H } = 2NβPij = β
(
{gij,Nµ ·Hµ} − 2∇(iNj)
)
. (19)
In order to get a similar expression for the second variation δβδαgij corresponding to two in-
finitesimal transformations, we have to exchange the order of the transformation and the Poisson-
bracketing with Nµ ·Hµ. The Jacobi identity tells us that{
{gij,Nµ ·Hµ}, αµ ·Hµ
}
=
{
{gij, αµ ·Hµ},Nµ ·Hµ
}
−
{
gij, {αµ ·Hµ Nµ ·Hµ}
}
=
{
{gij, αµ ·Hµ},Nµ ·Hµ
}
−
{
gij,Cµ[α¯, ¯N]·Hµ
}
.
Using that Cµ are independent of the momentum, and α does not depend on the canonical variables,
we can evaluate the right hand side:{
{gij,Nµ ·Hµ}, α·H
}
= 2α{Pij,Nµ ·Hµ} − 2
(
∇(iCj)[α, ¯N] +C[α, ¯N]Pij
)
. (20)
From (19) and (20) the second variation of the metric corresponding to two consecutive transfor-
mations generated by α·H and β·H , respectively:
Nδαδβgij = {Nδβgij, α·H }
= 2αβ{Pij,Nµ ·Hµ} − 2β
(
∇(iCj)[α, ¯N] +C[α, ¯N]Pij + 2αPk(i∇j)Nk + Nk∇k(αPij)
)
,
(21)
where the last two terms came from the evaluation of the Poisson bracket of 2∇(iNj) = 2gk(i∂j)Nk +
Nk∂kgij with β·H . The commutator of the two transformations:
N[δα, δβ]gij = N(δαδβgij − δβδαgij)
= 2Pij
(
α
(
C[β, ¯N] + Nk∂kβ
)
− β
(
C[α, ¯N] + Nk∂kα
))
(22)
+ 2
(
α∇(iCj)[β, ¯N] − β∇(iCj)[α, ¯N]
)
.
Similar calculations lead to the following expression of the commutator of two transformations
generated by α·H and βi ·Hi, respectively:
N[δα, δ~β]gij = 2NPij βk∂kα + 2α
(
Pij
(
C[~β, ¯N] − βk∂kN
)
+ gk(i∇j)
(
Ck[~β, ¯N] − L~βNk
))
. (23)
2. A note on the tensorial structure of H
H is a scalar density of weight 1 by assumption. Multiplying H by a power of √g, we get an
H of different weight. This freedom in changing the weight of H is reflected by (22) and (23).
Ci[~β, ¯N]=Ci[~β, ~N]+Ci[~β,N]. We have already seen that Ci[~β,N]=0. The last term in (23) vanishes
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since the structure constants in the Poisson algebra of Hi are precisely Ci[~β, ~N]=L~βNi (see (13)).
We conclude from (23) that
C[~β, ¯N] = βi∂iN + N ˜C[~β], (24)
where ˜C is possibly a functional of the metric, and a linear functional of βi. Note that the term
proportional to Pij in (22) completely cancels since C[β,N]= 0, and C[β, ¯N]=C[β, ~N]=−Ni∂iβ −
β ˜C[~N] from (24) and the antisymmetry of C in the parameters. The Lie derivative of a scalar
density H of weight w is L~βH =∂i(βiH ) + (w − 1)H ∂iβi. Since L~βH = {H , βi ·Hi} and
C[~β,N]·H =C[~β,N]·H +Ci[~β,N]·Hi=−{N·H , βi·Hi}=−N·L~βH = (βi∂iN−N(w− 1)∂iβi)·H ,
a scalar density H of weight w corresponds to ˜C[~β] = −(w − 1)∂iβi. With our choice of weight 1,
C[~α, β] = αi∂iβ. (25)
3. Locality
Even if we allowed G[g] to be a nonlocal functional of the metric, we can rule out the possibility
that the structure functions are nonlocal in the parameters. As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
(22) simplifies to
N[δα, δβ]gij = 2
(
α∇(iCj)[β, ¯N] − β∇(iCj)[α, ¯N]
)
. (26)
Also, Ci[β, ¯N] = Ci[β,N] because Ci[β, ~N] = 0. From (26) we get
α∇(iCj)[β,N]|(supp β)c = NΦij[α, β]|(supp β)c , (27)
where the superscript c indicates complement. Φij (as Ci) can depend on the metric. Since α∈C∞0
can be arbitrary,
supp∇(iCj)[β,N]|(supp β)c ⊂ suppN|(supp β)c ,
Since the only solution to the Killing equation on an open subset of Σ is zero for a generic metric,
we have
suppCi[β,N]|(supp β)c ⊂ suppN|(supp β)c .
A set of metrics is not generic if a structure function that is nonzero only on this set could not arise
in an element of the Poisson algebra since the latter would not be functionally differentiable. By
property (ii) in Appendix A and lemma 2, there is a finite expansion for any x < supp β in terms
of the derivatives of N so that it gives Ci[β,N] and its first derivatives at x. With this expansion in
(27), we have
α∇(i
M∑
m
Ck1k2 ...kmj) (x)∇(k1∇k2 . . .∇km)N|(supp β)c = NΦij [α, β]|(supp β)c ,
where the coefficients Ck1k2 ...kmi can depend on β and the metric, and the number M of the terms
in the sum may vary with x ∈ Σ. Since we can always specify N so that precisely one of its
symmetric covariant derivatives of the highest order appearing on the left hand side is nonzero,
and all the others, including N itself, are zero at a given point, the only possibility is that all the
coefficients Ck1k2...kmi (x) = 0 at x < supp β. Thus suppCi[β,N] ⊂ supp β. By property (ii) and
lemma 2 again, this means that at any point in the entire space Σ there is a finite combination of the
derivatives of β whose derivatives below a fixed order give Ci and its corresponding derivatives at
that point. The coefficient functions can depend on the metric and the other parameter N as well.
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But Ci is antisymmetric in the two parameters, so this expansion can be written in terms of the
derivatives of the two parameters. So on the entire space Σ we have
∇(i C j) [β,N] = ∇(i
M∑
m,n=0
Ck1 ...km ,l1...lnj)
(
∇(k1 . . .∇km) β
)
∇(l1 . . .∇ln)N (28)
with possibly metric dependent coefficients Ck1 ...km ,l1...lni , which are totally symmetric in k1 . . . km as
well as in l1 . . . ln, and Ck1 ...km,l1...lni = −Cl1 ...ln,k1 ...kmi . Note that M can depend on x ∈ Σ.
4. Structure functions
Suppose that at some x higher than first derivatives arise in (28). Let m(x) be the maximum num-
ber of k-indices that occur in (28), and n ∈ N. Fix the following two sets of indices: K ≔
{i, k1, . . . , km(x)} and L ≔ {l1, . . . ln}. Take an α which is a nonzero constant in a neighborhood of
x, a β for which β(x) = 0 and ∂k′1 . . . ∂k′m′β(x) = 0 unless {k′1, . . . , k′m′} = K, and an N such that
N(x) = 0 and ∂l′1 . . . ∂l′n′ N(x) = 0 unless {l′1, . . . , l′n′} = L. What survives from the ii-component of(26) with this choice is
0 = N(x)[δα, δβ]gii (x) = 2α(x) C
k1 ...km(x),l1...ln
i (x)
(
∂i ∂k1 . . . ∂km(x) β(x)
)
∂l1 . . . ∂ln N(x),
where there is no summation over k1 . . . km(x) and l1 . . . ln. This can hold for all such choices only
if n = 0, i.e., highest derivatives of β in Ci[β,N] is multiplied by only undifferentiated N. By the
antisymmetry of Ci[β,N] in the parameters,
Ci [β,N](x) = Ck1 ...km(x)i (x)
(
N(x) ∂k1 . . . ∂km(x) β(x) − β(x) ∂k1 . . . ∂km(x) N(x)
)
+ . . . , (29)
where the ellipsis indicates terms containing derivatives of β and N of order lower than m(x). Now
suppose that m(x) > 2. If we choose an N such that N(x) = 0, and its only derivative that does not
vanish at x is of order m(x), and β is a function such that only ∂iβ(x) , 0 for a fixed i, and all its
other derivatives, including β itself, are zero at x, then from (26) together with (29) we get
0 = N(x)[δα, δβ]gii (x) = −2Ck1 ...km(x)i (x) ∂i β(x) ∂k1 . . . ∂km(x) N(x),
where there is no summation over k1 . . . km(x). The realization is that it is impossible to satisfy the
above equality unless m(x) 6 1 for all x. So the possible structure functions reduce to
Ci [α, β] = C ji (α ∂jβ − β ∂jα) (30)
with C ji possibly dependent on the metric. By definition, Ci[α, β] and C ji are tensors, but is the latter
concomitant of the metric? It is hard to imagine that it is not, but let us see a precise argument that
it indeed has this property. We evaluate the Jacobi identity{
{α·H , β·H }, γi ·Hi
}
=
{
{α·H , γi ·Hi}, β·H
}
−
{
{β·H , γi ·Hi}, α·H
}
,
using (25) and (30). We obtain after some algebra that Cij ≔ Cikg jk satisfies(
(γk∂kCij −Cik∂kγ j − Ckj∂kγi)(α∂jβ − β∂jα)
)
·Hi
=
∫
Σ
dnx {Cij(x), γi ·Hi}
(
α(x)∂jβ(x) − β(x)∂jα(x)
)
Hi(x). (31)
Note that the above equation can be written as
∫
Σ
ξiHi = 0, where ξ is a compactly supported
smooth vector field since α, β ∈C∞0 . Integrating by parts, we get that
∫
Σ
∇(iξj)πij = 0, which holds
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for any momentum πij, implying that ∇(iξj) = 0. For a generic metric ξ = 0 is the only Killing
vector field. Furthermore, α∂jβ − β∂jα can be any vector at a given point. Therefore (31) simply
means that
γk∂kCij − Cik∂kγ j −Ckj∂kγi = {Cij, γi ·Hi}.
The left hand side is the Lie derivative of a rank two contravariant tensor, so this equation is just
the mathematical expression of the fact that Cij is a tensor, concomitant of the metric.
This is not the end of the story. Plugging (30) in (26), and keeping only the terms that are not
already of the form of an Nµ independent function multiplied by N, we find that
αCk(i
(
∂j)N∂kβ − ∂j) β∂kN
)
− βCk(i
(
∂j)N∂kα − ∂j)α∂kN
)
should be proportional to N (with proportionality factor independent of Nµ). Let β be constant in
a neighborhood of x. Let us choose an N such that N(x) = 0 and all its (first order) derivatives
vanish at x except for ∂iN(x) (for a fixed i), and an α such that ∂kα(x) is its only nonzero (first
order) derivative at x. We find that Cki = Ciiδki (no summation over i). Since Cki was found to be a
tensor, concomitant of the metric, this implies that
Ci[α, β] = −ǫ[g]gij(α∂jβ − β∂jα), (32)
where ǫ[g] is a scalar, concomitant of the metric.
5. Algebraic properties of Gijkl and their implications
Recall that we chose H to be a tensor density of weight 1. Since the momentum is a tensor density
of weight 1, the coefficient Gijkl is a tensor with symmetry properties Gijkl = Gjikl = Gklij. Gijkl is
concomitant of the metric (this follows from the same property of H ), and ultralocal in it (by
assumption). A simple application of Schur’s lemma in lemma 7 shows that
Gijkl = κ (gikgjl + gilgjk) − λ gijgkl, (33)
exhausts the class of such tensor densities (κ and λ are constant).
Let us evaluate the Poisson brackets in (21), using (25) and (32). Collecting the terms linear in
the momentum, we get a quantity proportional to
∂Gijmn
∂gkl
∇(kNl) − Gijk(m∇n)Nk −Gmnk(i∇j)Nk,
which is zero since the vanishing of this quantity precisely means that the tensor Gijkl is concomitant
of the metric and ultralocal in it. The first term is the infinitesimal change of Gijkl if we assume
that it is a function of the undifferentiated metric, and the infinitesimal transformation is induced
by the Lie transport of the metric along the vector field ~N. The Lie derivative of a tensor with the
symmetry properties of (33) with respect to ~N gives the other two terms. What remains is
Nδαδβgij = 2Nαβ
(
2
∂Pij
∂gkl
Pkl − 1√gGijkl
∂
∂gkl
1√gGmnpqπ
mnπpq
)
− 2Nβ∇(i(ǫ∇j)α)
− 2αβ
(
1√gGijkl
δ
δgkl
∫
Σ
NG[g] − ∇(i(ǫ∇j)N)
)
.
The left hand side is proportional to N, which causes the parenthesis in the second line to be a
multiple of N, so
1√gGijkl
δ
δgkl
∫
Σ
NG[g] = ∇(i(ǫ∇j)N) + NFij, (34)
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where the concrete form of Fij is irrelevant. Recall that we required that the functional derivatives
are smooth, so Gijkl is contracted with a smooth tensor density on the left hand side of (34). Hence
if Gijkl(x0) is not an invertible map between the spaces of rank two symmetric tensors T at x0,
then the left hand side cannot span the entire space of T at x0 as we vary N. Gijkl given by (33)
is invertible either everywhere (nλ , 2κ , 0) or nowhere (nλ = 2κ or κ = 0) on Σ. In the latter
case there is no place in the space where the left hand side in (34) generates T as N is varied. But
if ǫ is not identically zero, there are points where the right hand side generates the entire T since
the second derivatives of N can be prescribed arbitrarily at one point. The conclusion is that either
ǫ = 0 or Gijkl is invertible.
From now on we will consider the case when Gijkl is invertible as a map in the space of rank
two symmetric tensors. Let ˜Gijkl be the inverse of Gijkl. So it is not obtained by raising the indices
of Gijkl, but by the condition ˜GijmnGmnkl = 1/2(δikδ jl + δilδ jk), ˜Gijkl = ˜G jikl = ˜Gijlk. From (34) we have
1√g
δ
δgij
∫
Σ
NG[g] = ˜Gijkl∇(k(ǫ∇l)N) + N ˜F ij, (35)
where ˜F ij = ˜GijklFkl, ˜F ij = ˜Fji. Note that (35) implies that G[g] is actually a function of the metric
and its first and second derivatives (see lemma 8). Using the definition of the functional derivative,
we can see from (35) that for any variation gλ with δg ≔ ∂λgλ|λ=0,
d
dλ
∫
Σ
NG[gλ]
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
∫
Σ
δgij
δ
δgij
∫
Σ
NG[g]. (36)
Let the variation gλ be given by the diffeomorphisms generated by a vector field ~ξ. We can ex-
change the order of the integral and the differentiation on the left hand side of (36), plug in (35)
on the right hand side, and integrate by parts. Considering that N can be any compactly supported
smooth function, we get that
δG[g] ≔ ∂λG[gλ]|λ=0 = ˜Gijklǫ∇(k∇l)δgij + ˜Gijkl(∇(kǫ)∇l)δgij + ˜F ijδgij, (37)
where we used that the covariant derivatives of ˜Gijkl are zero, and δG[g] is fixed by the condition
that it is a scalar density of weight 1, concomitant of the metric.
Now we argue that the right hand side of (37) is inconsistent with the tensorial structure of
G[g]. The suspect is the term containing first order derivatives of δgij. We have
∂i(ξiG[g]) = 2 ˜Gijklǫ∇k∇l∇jξi + 2 ˜Hijk∇k∇jξi + 2 ˜F ij∇iξj, (38)
where we introduced the quantity ˜Hijk = ˜Gijkl∇lǫ with the symmetry property ˜Hijk = ˜Hjik . Since the
commutators of covariant derivatives can be expressed in terms of the Riemannian tensor, (38) can
be written as
∂i(ξiG[g]) = 2 ˜Gi( jkl)ǫ∇(k∇l∇j)ξi + 2 ˜Hi( jk)∇(k∇j)ξi + Kij∇iξj + Liξi, (39)
where the concrete form of Kij and Li is irrelevant. Since all the symmetric covariant derivatives
of a vector field ξ (including the undifferentiated ξ itself) can be prescribed arbitrarily at a point
(up to a fixed order), and on the left hand side of (39) only ξ and its first derivatives arise, (39)
can hold for any ξ only if ˜Gi( jkl) = 0 and ˜Hi( jk) = 0. If ǫ is not identically zero, the first condition
fixes the value of λ in (33): ˜Gijkl = κ˜(gikg jl + gilg jk − 2gijgkl) with some constant κ˜, and hence
Gijkl = κ (gikg jl + gilg jk − 2n−1 gijgkl). Then the second condition yields g jk∇iǫ − gi( j∇k)ǫ = 0. By a
contraction we get (n − 1)∇iǫ = 0, so ǫ is a constant. If necessary, rescale H by 1√|ǫ | to get ǫ = ±1
in the Poisson algebra of Hµ.
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Finally, let us assume that ǫ = 0, and Gijkl is still invertible. For brevity, we introduce the tensor
density tij[g, α] = δ
δgij
(α·G[g]). The assumption ǫ = 0 implies that
∫
Σ
1√g Gijkl π
ij (α tkl[β, g] − β tkl[α, g]) = 0. (40)
The momentum πij can be any compactly supported symmetric tensor. The same applies to Gijklπij
by the invertibility of Gijkl. Thus (40) implies that tij[α, g] = α τij[g]. By lemma 8, G[g](x) is a
function of gij(x), or in other words, G[g] is ultralocal in the metric. 
Now we can decide if Horˇava’s Lagrangian, or its generalization to any (even nonlocal) poten-
tial term, is a viable modification of Einstein’s gravity if we demand that such a theory should
give rise to a local Hamiltonian constraint H which – under our conditions on the structure
functions – forms a closed Poisson algebra with the momentum constraint. In general relativ-
ity Gijkl = κ (gikgjl + gilgjk − 2n−1 gijgkl). In the class of theories we are considering the coefficient
in the kinetic term is G(λ)ijkl = κ (gikgjl + gilgjk) − λ gijgkl with some constants κ and λ. Since the
goal is such a theory that interpolates between Einstein’s gravity and a yet unknown UV theory,
λ arbitrarily approaches 2
n−1 κ, which means that G
(λ)
ijkl has to be invertible in some regime of the
parameters characterizing the interpolation. The following result applies to this case:
Corollary. Let the space Σ be n > 3 dimensional, and Gijkl is an ultralocal concomitant of the
metric, invertible as a map between spaces of rank two symmetric tensors. Assume that the Poisson
algebra of the supermomentum Hi and
H =
1√gG
(λ)
ijklπ
ijπkl +G[g]
closes with the standard Poisson bracket (10) so that the super-Hamiltonian arises in its own
Poisson brackets with structure function C[α, β, g, pi] which is either independent of πij, or it de-
pends on it at most linearly, and in this case the partial locality condition suppCµ[α, β, g, pi] ⊂
suppα ∪ supp β holds for all the structure functions. Then G[g] = √g (µR + ν), where µ and ν
are constant, and R is the Ricci scalar of gij. If µ , 0, then Gijkl=κ (gikgjl + gilgjk − 2n−1 gijgkl), where
κ , 0 is constant.
Proof. According to the theorem, if ǫ = 0 and Gijkl is invertible, then the potential term in H is
ultralocal in the metric. So G[g] is a scalar density of weight 1, ultralocal in the metric, hence it
is µ√g. Indeed, αi∇i 1√gG[g] = 2
(
∂
∂gij
1√gG[g]
)
∇iαj for any αi, which implies that ∇i 1√gG[g] = 0. If
ǫ , 0, then by rescaling H by a constant, the Poisson algebra, if it closes, can be brought into the
symmetry algebra of Einstein’s gravity. As shown in [1], the only realization of this algebra with
Hi given by (14) and an H which is a quadratic function of the momentum is Einstein’s gravity.
ǫ , 0 if and only if µ , 0, and the theorem gives the form of Gijkl in this case. 
V. Conformal Lifshitz gravity
The main motivation of the previous chapter was to see if there are relatively simple theories that
can be considered as alternatives to Einstein’s gravity. Our approach was rather conservative. The
theory is a geometrodynamics, meaning that in the Hamiltonian formalism it describes the time
evolution of spatial geometries, and the Hamiltonian is given by a homogeneous linear expression
of local constraints whose Poisson algebra is closed. The local constraints follow from the Hamil-
tonian equations. We were interested in an extension of the algebra of the spatial diffeomorphisms
by an additional local symmetry mostly because the possibility of a continuous deformation of
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the symmetry algebra of general relativity is tantalizing. In our view, Horˇava’s attempt to recover
Einstein’s gravity as a limit of some flow of theories can be successful only if such deformations
exist. Furthermore, with the additional constraint function and the nontrivial transformations it
generates on the constraint manifold, the naïve counting of the degrees of freedom at a spacetime
point yields the same number as in Einstein’s gravity. This is reassuring if the degrees of freedom
in Einstein’s gravity are to be matched with those of the modified theory. On the other hand, as
already mentioned in the Introduction and Section II, the symmetries associated with the Hamil-
tonian constraint make it possible in Einstein’s gravity to eliminate the metric mode with negative
kinetic energy. If this is considered to be the key property, one can take a less conservative stand-
point. The goal can be a theory such that this mode is absent. The number of degrees of freedom
per spacetime point is then the same as in general relativity, the dynamics is the time evolution of
spatial geometries, but the Hamiltonian is not necessarily a combination of local constraints.
As a starting point, we investigate the Lagrangian (7) suggested by Horˇava as a candidate for
the UV fixed point of his theory under the anisotropic scale transformation (in n = 3 dimensional
space). The properties of this model lead us to the consideration of theories in which the only
canonical variables are the conformal metric and momentum (16), and their transformations under
spatial diffeomorphisms are generated by the conformal supermomentum (17).
In (7) the kinematically possible configurations of N cannot be restricted to spatial constants
since the scale transformation of N proposed by Horˇava is space dependent. The variation of
(7) with respect to N gives a local constraint which does not form a closed Poisson algebra with
the conformal momentum constraint. The simplest way of getting a closed Poisson algebra of
constraints is to demand that N is a (spatial) constant, so the only local constraint is the conformal
supermomentum. We show that this restriction is not an obstacle to the realization of the local
Weyl symmetry. We will modify (7) so that the action in the Hamiltonian formalism depends only
on the conformal variables. Local scale transformations act on these variables trivially, so they
leave the action invariant.
The action (7) can be got from the following action if we eliminate πij, using the field equation
obtained by the variation with respect to πij, with the assumption that no spatial boundary term
arises:
S UV =
∫
R×Σ
(
π˜ij ˙g˜ij − Ni ˜Hi − NHUV
)
, (41)
where we used the conformal variables (16). For simplicity we set κ2 = 2. ˜Hi is the conformal
supermomentum (17), and
HUV =
1√g
(
πijπij − 13π
2
)
+
√g
w4
CijCij. (42)
The first term in (41) is a nondegenerate bilinear expression of g˜ij and π˜ij, so the canonical variables
are the conformal metric and momentum. This term has the standard form ∫Σ πijg˙ij for which the
Poisson brackets are defined by (10), but here (gij, πij) are subject to the second class constraints
g = 1 and π = 0, so the bracket is the corresponding Dirac bracket. Since g and π have vanishing
Poisson brackets with (g˜ij, π˜ij), the Dirac bracket is the standard Poisson bracket written in terms of
the conformal variables and (g, π), without the term containing functional derivatives with respect
to the latter variables.
From the perspective of Dirac’s approach to constrained systems (see for example [8]) it would
be more natural to include π, the generator of the local scale transformations of the spatial metric,
in the Hamiltonian as one of the constraints:
S ′UV =
∫
R×Σ
(
πijg˙ij − NiHi − λ π
)
− ∫
R
H, (43)
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where λ is a scalar function. Since π is spatial scalar density, the Poisson algebra of (π,Hi) closes.
We also included a term H. If the Poisson brackets of H with the constraint functions Hi and π are
their homogeneous combinations, there is no need for imposing further local constraints in order
to guarantee that the time evolution determined by (43) preserves π = 0 and Hi = 0. Tentatively,
we can write H = N·HUV. All the symmetry generators are already present in the Hamiltonian of
(43), so we do not lose anything, but gain a closing Poisson algebra of the constraints (π,Hi) if we
modify the action (43) so that HUV is not a local constraint. First we replace the space dependent
N by a constant ν, otherwise the variation of (43) with respect to N would give HUV = 0. But
this is not enough in order to avoid HUV = 0 as the consequence of the field equations. Using the
scaling properties of the Cotton tensor (see below equation (7)) algebra, we can see that
{α·HUV, π(x)} = −32α(x)HUV(x), (44)
which means that π = 0 forces us to impose the Hamiltonian constraint HUV = 0 as well, otherwise
π would not be preserved by the time evolution. (A negative constant can be added to HUV in order
to avoid the constraint πij = 0.) We can exclude the possibility that the Poisson bracket of α·HUV
and β ·HUV closes on the supermomentum. Indeed, if that was the case, then by theorem 2, this
Poisson bracket should be zero for any α and β since Gijkl is not invertible. On the other hand,
(44) implies that (H ′UV≔HUV + 1√gπ2,Hi) would form a Poisson algebra with the same structure
functions as those of the algebra of (HUV,Hi). But the coefficient in the kinetic term of H ′UV is
invertible, so by the theorem again, the potential term in H ′UV should be an ultralocal functional of
gij, and CijCij is not of this form. This argument applies to any Weyl covariant nontrivial potential.
If our goal is such a theory in which the temporal diffeomorphism symmetry is replaced by
a local scale transformation of the spatial metric, then there is a simple way to save (41). Since
HUV = 0 is the field equation that we get by varying (43) with respect to the local scale factor of
the spatial metric, we will eliminate this degree of freedom by imposing the constraint ln g = 0.
The action is
˜S UV =
∫
R×Σ
(
πijg˙ij − NiHi − λ π − γ ln g
)
− ∫
R×Σ
νHUV, (45)
where ν is a (spatial) constant. The field equations of (45) after the elimination of λ and γ are
equivalent to the Hamiltonian equations of
˜HUV = −2
∫
Σ
Ni ˜∇jπ˜ ji + ν
∫
Σ
(
π˜ijπ˜ij +
1
w2
˜Cij ˜Cij
)
(46)
with the standard brackets (10) replaced by the Dirac brackets for the constraints π = 0, ln g = 0.
˜∇ is the covariant derivative compatible with g˜ij, ˜Cij is the Cotton tensor of g˜ij, and the indices are
lowered by g˜ij. The scale transformation acts trivially on the conformal variables (16). Finally we
note that naïve counting of the degrees of freedom of (46) at a spacetime point gives the same result
as in Einstein’s gravity. The number of the canonical pairs is less by one, but the same applies to
the number of constraint functions and gauge fixing conditions.
VI. Discussion
In Einstein’s gravity, the ultralocal metric dependence of the kinetic term in H is the consequence
of the Poisson algebra of Hµ.1 Allowing the kinetic term to depend on the derivatives of the metric
might open the way to new extensions of the spatial diffeomorphisms. Probably, the relaxation of
time reversibility is the most interesting generalization. This would mean a term in H linear in the
momentum.2 As we mentioned earlier, there is no irreversible Einsteinian geometrodynamics.3 It
is an intriguing question if irreversibility allows for a symmetry algebra other than that of general
relativity or ultralocal gravity.
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Appendix A: Notations, assumptions, and their immediate consequences
The space Σ is an n dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold with a metric g on it. It is not
required to be compact, and it can have a boundary. Let Ω ⊂ Σ be a bounded domain (i.e. a
connected open set whose closure is compact). The boundary ∂Ω of Ω is always assumed to be a
smooth manifold. C∞( ¯Ω) is the space of smooth functions on ¯Ω, and its subspace C∞0 (Ω) consists
of functions whose support is within Ω. The space of smooth vector, m-index, or symmetric two-
index tensor fields is denoted by C∞( ¯Ω, T ), C∞( ¯Ω,⊗mT ), or C∞( ¯Ω, T∨T ). We introduce the spaces
C∞0 (Ω, T ), . . . similarly to the scalar functions. C∞(Σ) is the space of the smooth functions on Σ,
and C∞0 (Σ) is the subspace of functions whose support is in the interior of Σ.
The p-integrable functions, vector fields, . . . live in Lp(Ω), Lp(Ω, T ), . . . For p = 2 they are
Hilbert spaces over R. Hℓ(Ω), Hℓ(Ω, T ), . . . are the Sobolev spaces, and Hℓ0 (Ω), Hℓ0 (Ω, T ), . . . are
the completion of C∞0 (Ω), C∞0 (Ω, T ), . . . in them. These are also Hilbert spaces, but we will use
only the norm, and never the scalar product on them. Thus 〈, 〉 always refers to the L2 scalar
product, defined as 〈s, t〉 ≔ ∫Ω si1...im ti1...im for t, s ∈ L2(Ω,⊗mT ) even if the arguments happen to be
in Hℓ ⊂ L2. Recall the definition of the Sobolev spaces Hℓ(Ω). (The other spaces Hℓ(Ω, T ), . . . are
defined in the same way.) H0(Ω) = L2(Ω), and the elements of Hℓ(Ω) (ℓ > 1) are the functions in
Hℓ−1(Ω) whose weak derivative of order ℓ exists, and it is square integrable, i.e., it is in L2(Ω,⊗ℓT ).
The standard norm on Hℓ(Ω) is defined by ‖ f ‖2Hℓ(Ω) ≔ ‖ f ‖2Hℓ−1(Ω) + ‖ ~∇ . . . ~∇︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ
f ‖2L2(Ω,⊗ℓT ).
We will also use the Banach spaces Cr( ¯Ω) of r times continuously differentiable functions. For
r = 0 this is the space of the continuous functions, which is usually denoted by C( ¯Ω). As usual,
the symbol Cr( ¯Ω, T ), . . . stands for the vector and tensor fields. The norms on these spaces are
‖ f ‖Cr( ¯Ω) = max06s6r maxx∈ ¯Ω |
~∇ . . . ~∇︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
f (x)|, etc., where |t(x)| can be |t(x)|2 = ti1 ...im(x)ti1 ...im(x).
The valence of the elements of all these spaces must be fixed, otherwise addition on them would
not make any sense, but a field whose valence is different from our convention can be considered
as an element of our space by raising or lowering the appropriate indices. We can define a tensor
field p by √g p = pi. We will use p instead of the momentum pi so that we have to deal with only
tensors, and not with tensor densities as well.
A kinematically allowed configuration of the canonical variables is a configuration for which
the (closed) Poisson algebra generated by {αµ · Hµ |αµ ∈ C∞0 (Σ) } is defined. (αµ are independent
of the canonical variables.) Apart from smoothness requirements, these configurations are subject
to some boundary conditions, or they have specific decaying properties if Σ has a boundary, or it
is not compact. We do not need a detailed definition of their manifold, but we assume that locally
the metric and the momentum can be anything, and the manifold of the metric configurations has
a kind of topological property that makes it possible to infer local metric dependence from the
functional derivatives of certain functionals:
i. Let Γ = G × P be the manifold of the kinematically allowed configurations of the canonical
variables, where G is the space of the kinematically allowed metrics, P is that of the mo-
menta. C∞0 (Σ, T∨T ) ⊂ P is a vector space. Let g1 and g2 be two metrics on Σ, g1 ∈ G, and
g1 − g2 ∈ C∞0 (Σ). Then we assume that g2 ∈ G. Furthermore, any g1, g2 ∈ Γ are connected
by a variation (φλ)λ∈(0,1) ∈ Γ which is constant on Σ \ supp(g1 − g2).
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When we say momentum, we always mean a smooth tensor field p which is kinematically allowed,
p ∈ P. Sometimes the word “momentum” refers to the corresponding tensor density pi = √g p.
(The momentum conjugate to the metric is actually a tensor density.) The momentum p is said to
be transverse (on Ω) if ∇i pij = 0 (on Ω).
We will impose some continuity conditions on the quantities arising in the Poisson algebra.
Let Ω ⊂ Σ be open. D(Ω) is the vector space of the compactly supported smooth functions on
Ω with the topology in which a sequence fk goes to zero if there is a compact set K ⊂ Ω such
that supp fk ⊂ K for all k, and fk and all its derivatives uniformly tend to zero. A sequence fk is
said to converge to f in D(Ω), if fk − f goes to zero in D(Ω). The spaces D(Ω, T ), . . . and the
convergences in them are defined similarly. The conditions:
ii. Let Ω ⊂ Σ be open. If (α, p) 7→ Cµ[α, β, g, p]|Ω is a map C∞0 (Ω) × C∞0 (Σ, T∨T ) → C∞0 (Ω)
for all g ∈ G and β ∈ C∞0 (Σ), then it is required to be continuous in the D-topology.
iii. Let F : G × P → R be an element of the Poisson algebra. Then g 7→ F[g, p] is required to
be continuous in the D-topology for any p ∈ P.
iv. If g is analytic in local coordinates (Ω, ϕ), so is the potential function G[g] of H .
The space Σ is defined to be a smooth, but not an analytic manifold. That is why analiticity of func-
tions and tensors is a coordinate dependent property, as in the last condition. These assumptions
are not restrictive at all for practical purposes. If G[g](x) is a polynomial of the metric, its inverse,
and its derivatives at x ∈ Σ up to an arbitrarily high fixed order with coefficients independent of
x, then α ·G[g] satisfies conditions (iii) and (iv) for any α ∈ C∞0 (Σ) that does not depend on the
canonical variables. For theorem 2 we need only the first two properties. The other two are used
only for theorem 1. Condition (iii) makes it possible to extend certain results obtained for locally
analytic metrics to any kinematically allowed metric since we have
Lemma 1. Let Ω0 be a bounded domain for which there is a coordinate chart (Ω, ϕ) so that
¯Ω0 ⊂ Ω. For any f ∈ C∞(Σ) there is a sequence fk which is analytic on Ω0 in the given local
coordinates and tends to f in D(Σ) as k → ∞.
Proof. We can assume that Ω is bounded. There is a compactly supported smooth F : Rn → R
which is equal to f ◦ϕ−1 on ϕ(Ω). The norm defined by ‖F‖2 = ∫Rn dnx(1+ |x|2)ℓ| ˆF(x)|2 is equivalent
to the standard norm ‖ · ‖Hℓ(Rn), where ˆF is the Fourier transform of F on the Euclidean space Rn.
Since ‖F‖Hℓ(Rn) < ∞ for any ℓ > 0, limk→∞ ∫|x|>k dnx(1 + |x|2)ℓ| ˆF(x)|2 = 0. Let ˆFk = ˆF(x) if
|x| < k, and ˆFk(x) = 0 otherwise. Fk, the inverse Fourier transform of ˆFk, is real analytic for any
k. There is a smooth function ρ : Ω → R which is 1 on Ω0 and supp ρ ⊂ Ω. Define fk on Ω
by fk = ρ (Fk ◦ ϕ) + (1 − ρ) f , and let fk = f otherwise. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, if
2(ℓ − r) > n, then Hℓ(Ω) ֒→ Cr( ¯Ω), and this embedding is continuous. Thus the sequence fk has
the desired property since all its derivatives uniformly converge. 
The lemma we just proved naturally extends to vector and tensor fields, including nondegener-
ate tensor fields like metrics. One example why (ii) can be useful:
Lemma 2. Let Ω ⊂ Σ be open, H : D(Ω) → D(Ω) a continuous linear map, and suppH[α] ⊂
suppα for any α ∈ C∞0 (Ω). Then at any point x ∈ Ω there are smooth functions CJ,i1 i2...im so that
H[α](x) and its derivatives ∂jH[α](x) (where j is a multiindex) can be written for all |j|6 J<∞ as
∂jH[α](x) =
MJ (x)∑
m=0
∂j(CJ,i1i2 ...im∂i1∂i2 . . . ∂imα)(x),
where MJ(x) < ∞ for all x and J.
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Proof. Define
〈Tx, α〉 ≔ H[α](x), α ∈ C∞0 (Ω).
By the assumption on f , Tx is a distribution. Furthermore, if x < suppα then x < suppH[α], so
〈Tx, α〉=0. Thus supp Tx ⊂ {x}. Any distribution whose support is (at most) a point is a (finite)
combination of the Dirac-delta and its derivatives at that point:
〈Tx, α〉 =
M0(x)∑
m=0
(−1)mCi1i2...im(x)〈∂i1∂i2 . . . ∂imδx, α〉
=
M0(x)∑
m=0
Ci1i2...im(x) ∂i1∂i2 . . . ∂imα(x), M0(x) < ∞, α ∈ C∞0 (Ω).
(47)
Note that we have not proved that M0(x) is bounded in some neighborhood of any x, so we have
not shown that any derivative of H[α] can be got by differentiating the formula for j = 0. But
we do not need this. As a D(Ω) → D(Ω) map, any derivative of H[α] has the same properties
as H[α] itself, so it can be written as (47): ∂jH[α](x) = ∑Mj(x)m=0 Cji1i2 ...im (x) ∂i1∂i2 . . . ∂imα(x), where
Mj(x) < ∞. ∂jH[α](x) contains only a finite number of derivatives of α. In a neighborhood of
x let α˜ ∈ C∞0 (Ω) be the Taylor series of α about x truncated at MJ(x), which is the order of the
highest derivative of α arising in ∂jH[α](x), |j| 6 J. Clearly, ∂jH[α](x) = ∂jH[α˜](x) if |j| 6 J. But
the sum extends over m 6 MJ(x) in a neighborhood of x if it is evaluated on α˜. The coefficients
Ci1 ...im are smooth since H[α] is smooth for any α, and ∂jH[α˜](x) is simply the derivative of the
formula for H[α˜], which is a finite combination of the derivatives of α˜ with smooth coefficients in
a neighborhood of x. 
Appendix B: No hidden constraints from spatial diffeomorphisms
Let S g be a subspace of compactly supported smooth symmetric tensor fields on the space Σ.
Subscript g indicates that the S g might depend on the metric. Suppose that S g is orthogonal to all
the transverse momenta. In other words, the constraints ∫Σ tij pij (t ∈ S g) are consequences of the
momentum constraint: Hi = 0 implies that ∫Σ tij pij = 0 for all t ∈ S g. (The tensor p is related to
the canonical momentum by pi = √g p.) Is it possible to express the latter constraints in terms of
the supermomentum? Is there a smooth vector field ~v for any t ∈ S g such that ∫Σ tij pij = ∫Σ vi∇j pij,
and the support of ~v is within that of t? Let the formal adjoint of the differential operator ∇i pij be
K, which is proportional to the Killing operator defined on compactly supported vector fields. It
would be enough to show that S g ⊂ ranK. This is not obvious at all as the relationship kerK+ =
(ranK)⊥ might suggest. One problem is that we should define the Hilbert space in which the
orthogonal complement, the adjoint, and later the closure are taken. Furthermore, K+ is not a
formal adjoint, but the actual one, and it is likely to be defined on a space bigger than that of the
smooth vector fields, so it might be an extension of ∇i pij. Thus (kerK+)⊥ might be smaller than
S g. Finally, what we have is (kerK+)⊥ = ranK, and it is not obvious why the smooth tensor fields
in the closure ranK should be in fact in ranK. These are the details that are worked out in the
lemma in this appendix. But before the lemma, we need to ask our question in a more precise way.
Later it will suffice if certain constraints that follow from the momentum constraint can be
expressed in terms of the supermomentum only locally, so first we reformulate our question ac-
cordingly. Let Ω ⊂ Σ be a bounded domain. Define the linear functional L : C∞( ¯Ω, T ∨T ) → R
by L[p] ≔ ∫Ω tij pij, where t ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T∨T ). Let D : C∞( ¯Ω, T∨T ) → C∞( ¯Ω, T ) be the supermo-
mentum considered as a linear functional of p, that is, D j[p] = ∇i pij. If kerD ⊂ ker L, is there a
~v ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ) such that L[p] = ∫Ω vi∇j pij? This is the relevant question in the context of the paper,
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but as it frequently happens, it is easier to give an affirmative answer to it if we rephrase it on more
convenient spaces, which are larger than those of the smooth functions. We will impose on L a
kind of continuity condition with respect to the operatorD. The expression L[p] ≔ ∫Ω tij pij defines
a continuous functional on L2(Ω, T∨T ). The operator D, considered as a map from L2(Ω, T∨T )
into L2(Ω, T ), is defined on a dense subspace, and its closure ¯D exists since the domain of D+
is also dense in L2(Ω, T ). For example, domD+ surely contains C∞0 (Ω, T ), on which D+ acts as
~ξ 7→ −1/2L~ξ g. Does ker ¯D ⊂ ker L imply that L[p] = ∫Σ vi∇j pij with some ~v ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T )?
The additional continuity property of L means that we not only require that L is zero whenever
D is zero, but L also vanishes on tensors which are the limits of sequences of smooth tensor fields
along whichD goes to zero. Note that it is important that~v whose existence our question addresses
is required to be supported within supp t. The following statement will suffice for our purposes.
Lemma 3. Let Ω be a sufficiently small bounded star domain with smooth boundary ∂Ω. The
map L : L2(Ω, T∨T ) → R is defined by L[p] = ∫Ω tij pij, where t ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T∨T ), and the operator
D : L2(Ω, T∨T ) ֌ L2(Ω, T ) is given by domD = C∞( ¯Ω, T∨T ), D j[p] = ∇i pij. If ker ¯D ⊂ ker L,
then there exists a ~v ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ) such that L[p] = ∫Ω vi∇j pij for any p ∈ C∞( ¯Ω, T∨T ).
Proof. Let K : L2(Ω, T )֌L2(Ω, T∨T ), domK = C∞0 (Ω, T ), K[~ξ]=−1/2L~ξ g. We have K+ ⊃
¯D sinceK+ is closed, andK+|C∞( ¯Ω,T∨T ) =D. (A ⊃ B means that dom A ⊃ dom B and A|dom B = B.)
Actually, K+ = ¯D. The argument is borrowed from the theory of Sobolev spaces. The existence
of the derivative w j = ∇i pij in the weak sense supplemented with the square integrability of p and
~w is equivalent to p ∈ domK+. Along the lines of the argument that shows that C∞( ¯Ω) is dense
in the Sobolev spaces Hℓ(Ω) (this is where the star-convexity of Ω comes into play), here we get
that the elements of domK+ are the limits of convergent sequences pk ∈ C∞( ¯Ω, T∨T ) for which
∇i pijk is also convergent. This precisely means that domK+ ⊂ dom ¯D.
Since kerK+ = (ranK)⊥, where ⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement, (kerK+)⊥ = ranK,
and therefore (ker ¯D)⊥ = ranK. By the assumption on L, the tensor field t is orthogonal to
ker ¯D, hence t ∈ ranK. What we have to prove is that in fact t ∈ ranK, or in other words, that
ranK ∩C∞0 (Ω, T∨T ) = ranK.
Let ~ξk ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ) be a sequence such that K[~ξk] is convergent in L2(Ω, T∨T ). First we want
to deduce the convergence of ~ξk from that of L~ξk g. The Riemannian version of Korn’s inequality14
states that there is a constant C such that
‖~∇~ξ‖2 6 C(‖~ξ‖2 + ‖L~ξ g‖2). (48)
for any ~ξ ∈ C∞( ¯Ω, T ) (and hence for any ~ξ ∈ H1(Ω, T )). (The condition on ∂Ω can be weakened.
See [14] for the details.) The symbol ~∇~ξ denotes the rank two tensor of the covariant derivative of
~ξ. By Friedrichs’ inequality,
‖ξ‖0 6 (diam0 Ω)‖~∇0~ξ‖0 (49)
for any for any ~ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ) (and hence for any ~ξ ∈ H10 (Ω, T )). The subscripts 0 in (49) indi-
cate that the norms and the derivatives are calculated on the flat Euclidean background. Note the
boundary condition on ξ for Friedrichs’ inequality. The coefficient diam0 Ω is the diameter of Ω,
that is, the longest distance between two points of the boundary. The boundedness of the metric
and its derivatives on ¯Ω allows for the following straightforward, even if perhaps not the most
efficient generalization of Friedrichs’ inequality to a Riemannian manifold:
‖ξ‖2 6 c(diamΩ)2(‖~∇~ξ‖2 + ‖~ξ‖2), (50)
where c is a constant. This and the other constant C in (48) can depend on g and Ω. The derivation
of (50) from (49) also shows that c can be chosen so that it depends on the metric g only through
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a continuous function of the maximum of the Christoffel symbols on ¯Ω (max
¯Ω Γ
i
jkg
jmgknΓlmn),
maxx∈ ¯Ω g(x), and 1/minx∈ ¯Ω g(x), where the extrema of the matrices in a given coordinate system
are the minimum and the maximum of their eigenvalues on ¯Ω. Let Ω0 be a bounded domain with
smooth boundary, and assume that all the domains Ω we are considering here are within Ω0. If
~ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω), then the extension ~ξ0 is in C∞0 (Ω0), where ~ξ0|Ω = ~ξ, and ~ξ0|Ω0\Ω = 0. This means that
similarly to c, the constant C can also be chosen to be Ω-independent so that (48) and (50) hold for
any Ω ⊂ Ω0. Thus the combination of these inequalities results in an upper bound on the Sobolev
norm ‖~ξ‖H1(Ω,T ) of ~ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ), provided that Ω is sufficiently small:
‖~ξ‖2H1(Ω,T ) ≔ ‖~ξ‖2 + ‖~∇~ξ‖2 6 γ‖L~ξ g‖2,
where the constant γ depends on the metric and the domain. Since L~ξk g converges in L2(Ω, T∨T ),
so does ~ξk in H1(Ω, T ).
Next, we will show that ~ξ ≔ limk→∞ ~ξk ∈ C∞(Ω, T ). Since the limit is taken in H1(Ω, T ), ~ξ
is also in H1(Ω, T ). In particular, the first weak derivatives of ~ξ exist, they are the limits of the
classical derivatives of ~ξk in L2(Ω, T ⊗ T ), so we have ∇i ξj +∇j ξi = −tij, where the derivatives of ~ξ
on the left hand side are defined weakly. Thus
〈∇isij, ξj〉 = 〈sij, tij〉 − 〈∇is ji, ξ j〉 for any s ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ⊗ T ). (51)
The smoothness of ~ξ can be shown by induction. Let Rijkl be the Riemannian curvature tensor.
Following the steps by which ∇i∇jξk = −Rjkilξl is derived for a Killing vector field, we can prove
that the second weak derivative of ~ξ exists. We start with
〈(∇i∇j − ∇j∇i)sijk, ξk〉 = −〈sijlRijlk, ξk〉 for any s ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ⊗ T ⊗ T ),
where 〈, 〉 is the L2 scalar product. Using (51) for replacing the second term on the left hand side,
we get
〈∇i∇j(sijk + s jki), ξk〉 = −〈sijkRijk l, ξl〉 + 〈∇isijk, t jk〉.
Now, we can write down this equation for other two tensors, s′ and s′′, whose components are
permutations of those of s, namely, s′ijk = s jki and s′′ijk = ski j. Adding the s′-equation to the s-
equation, and subtracting the s′′-equation, we get
〈∇i∇jsijk, ξk〉 = 〈sijk,Rkijlξl − ∇it jk − ∇jtki + ∇ktij〉, (52)
which means that the second weak derivative ~∇~∇~ξ ∈ L2(Ω, T ⊗ T ⊗ T ) exists:
∇j∇iξk = Rkijlξl − ∇it jk − ∇jtki + ∇ktij,
so ~ξ ∈ H2(Ω, T ). Note that the product of a weakly differentiable and a smooth function is weakly
differentiable. Let us replace sijk by ∇lsijkl in (52). We can recast the derivatives of sijkl on the other
argument of the scalar product on the right hand side because the lower order weak derivatives
of ~ξ have already been proved to exist. Hence we conclude that the third weak derivative also
exists, moreover, ~ξ ∈ H3(Ω, T ). Moving on to the higher derivatives in this manner, we can
see that ~ξ ∈ ∩ℓ>1Hℓ(Ω, T ). In order to conclude smoothness from this, we apply the Sobolev
embedding theorem, which states that if 2(ℓ − r) > n, where n is the spatial dimension, then
Hℓ(Ω, T ) ֒→ Cr( ¯Ω, T ), and this embedding is compact, in particular, continuous.
What remained is the proof that not only ~ξ ∈ C∞( ¯Ω, T ), but also ~ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ). At this
point we could refer to the nonintegrability of the Killing equation for a generic metric, but Korn’s
inequality will be enough. If n = 1, then H1(Ω, T ) ֒→ C( ¯Ω, T ), implying that the convergence
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of ~ξk is uniform, so it is also pointwise, therefore ~ξ|∂Ω = 0. For n > 1 the condition ~ξ|∂Ω = 0
does not follow from the convergence of ~ξk in H1(Ω, T ). But recall that the convergence of ~ξk and
K[~ξk] means that ξ ∈ dom ¯K. Recall that K+ = ¯D, so we have ¯K =K++ = ¯D+ (=D+). Hence
p 7→ 〈~ξ,D[p]〉 = ∫Ω ξi∇j pij =
∮
∂Ω
ξ(in j) pij −
∫
Ω
∇(iξ j) pij is continuous. The vector ~n is the outward
normal to ∂Ω. Since p|∂Ω can be any smooth function so that ‖p‖ is arbitrarily small, we have
ξ(in j) = 0 on ∂Ω, which implies that ~ξ|∂Ω = 0.
Since ∂Ω is smooth, there are coordinates in a neighborhood U of x such that ∂Ω is an n − 1
dimensional plane. Let ω be a like a mercury droplet sitting on a horizontal pane of glass. That is,
ω ⊂ U ∩ ¯Ω is a domain with a smooth boundary, and there is a ball B of nonzero radius such that
∂ω ∩ ∂Ω ∩ B , ∅. For smooth vector fields on ω that vanish on ∂ω ∩ B, Korn’s inequality holds
without the term proportional to ‖~ξ‖2 in (48).14 Since supp t ⊂ Ω, if ω is sufficiently small, t|ω = 0.
Thus ~∇~ξ|ω = 0, which – together with ~ξ|∂Ω = 0 – implies that ξ|ω = 0, therefore ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ). 
Appendix C: Linear elasticity and the momentum constraint
Let us fix the metric, and say that we want to solve the momentum constraint ∇i pij = 0 for p in
some domain Ω of the n dimensional space. Is there some simple expression of p that can be
freely prescribed apart from certain regularity conditions which come from the requirement that
p ∈ H1(Ω, T∨T ) or p ∈ C∞(Ω, T∨T )? The simplest guess, the trace of p is actually a promising
candidate. The resulting equation is the equilibrium equation in linear elasticity: ∇iσij + f j = 0.
The traceless part of p plays the role of the unknown stress tensor σ, and the force density ~f
corresponds to 1/n ~∇p, where p = pii is the prescribed trace. In the Euclidean space the convolution
of ~f with Thomson’s solution gives the deformation ~u in Rn. The Thomson kernel can be used to
prove that there exists a smooth solution p if p is smooth. In a curved space we do not have the
luxury of having such a fundamental solution at hand. But Korn’s inequality, which was initially
motivated by linear elasticity, is helpful even in this case. The original inequality underwent several
improvements: not only flatness of the metric has been relaxed in [14], but also the strain – the
Lie derivative of the metric along the deformation – has been replaced by its traceless part in [15].
This is the relevant inequality in this section.
As usual, it is easier to prove the existence of a traceless solution S[ ~f ] to ∇iS ij[ ~f ] + f j = 0
if the derivative ∇iS ij[ ~f ] is defined only weakly. Here the symbol S[ ~f ] just emphasizes that we
are looking for an assignment of solution to the source ~f . This assignment preferably has some
continuity property. The regularity on ~f can also be lowered if the differential operator is only
weakly defined, and ultimately we are seeking an everywhere defined continuous solution assign-
ment S : L2(Ω, T ) → L2(Ω, T∨T ). If there are nontrivial (weak) solutions p˜ to the homogeneous
equation ∇i p˜ij = 0, then this assignment is not unique. The existence of such nontrivial solutions in
a bounded domain is essential in linear elasticity. This is the freedom that makes various boundary
conditions imposed on the stress and the deformation admissible. The most natural way to resolve
this ambiguity is to project out the solutions to the homogeneous equation. We demand that S[ ~f ]
be orthogonal to all the weak solutions to ∇i p˜ij = 0.
This choice is natural in linear elasticity as well since it corresponds to a simple boundary
condition on the deformation ~u, as we will see soon. However, the elastic material whose equilib-
rium equations are analogous to the momentum constraint is rather exotic. As noted in [15], the
corresponding equations of linear elasticity can be derived by varying the energy E with respect
to ~u, where the energy is defined by 4E = ‖ ˜L~u g‖2 − 4〈 ~f , ~u〉 in which ˜L~u g ≔ L~u g − 2/n g∇iui
is the conformal Killing operator. In the Euclidean space this energy is invariant not only under
isometries, but also similarities. That indicates that the bulk modulus of the material is zero. As far
as we know, there is no elastic material that is infinitely compressible, but resists shearing. Nev-
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ertheless, we can imagine that this fictitious material is glued to the boundary ∂Ω of the bounded
domain Ω. Then the equilibrium equation reads as ∇i( ˜L~u g)ij + f j = 0 with the boundary condition
~u|∂Ω = 0. Thus p˜ = ˜L~u g is in the image of the conformal Killing operator defined on vector fields
vanishing on the boundary, hence it is orthogonal to the kernel of the adjoint of this operator, which
is nothing but the weakly defined differential operator ∇i p˜i j with no boundary condition on p˜. So
if we accept the idea of our exotic elastic material, we have no physical ground for doubts as to
the existence of the map S with the specification that ranS is orthogonal to the (weak) solutions
to the homogeneous equation. The upcoming lemma gives a proof for this expectation.
Finally, we note that it is advantageous to introduce the deformation ~u even in the investigation
of the momentum constraint, where it is only an auxiliary variable. The resulting second order
equation ∇i( ˜L~u g)ij + f j = 0 for ~u is elliptic, so the arsenal developed for elliptic equations can be
deployed.16 Alternatively, one can use a generalization of the Lax-Milgram theorem after proving
that its conditions hold, for which Korn’s inequality can be used.17 We will not follow these paths
here, since we do not need so strong results as the ones that can be obtained by these techniques.
Our existence theorem is only local, but it suffices for our goals, and the only tool its proof needs
is Korn’s inequality.
Lemma 4. Let the space be at least three dimensional, Ω and D as in the previous lemma. Define
E =D| ˜L2(Ω,T∨T ), where ˜L2(Ω, T∨T ) ⊂ L2(Ω, T∨T ) is the space of traceless tensors. There exists a
linear map S : L2(Ω, T ) → ˜L2(Ω, T∨T ) such that domS = L2(Ω, T ), ranS ⊂ dom ¯E ∩ (ker ¯E)⊥,
and ¯E ◦ S = idL2(Ω,T ). This map is unique and continuous. Furthermore, ranS+ ⊂ H10 (Ω, T ).
Proof. If S exists, it is unique. The Killing operator K was introduced at the beginning of the
proof of the previous lemma. Here we are going to use the conformal Killing operator: K :
L2(Ω, T )֌ ˜L2(Ω, T∨T ), domK = C∞0 (Ω, T ), K[~ξ]=−1/2 ˜L~ξ g, where ˜L~ξ g ≔ L~ξ g − 2/n∇i ξi g.
Similarly to the former lemma, K+ = ¯E.
The conformal version of Korn’s inequality15 states that if the space is at least three dimen-
sional, there is a constant C such that
‖~∇~ξ‖2 6 C(‖~ξ‖2 + ‖ ˜L~ξ g‖2)
for any ~ξ ∈ C∞( ¯Ω, T ) (and hence for any ~ξ ∈ H1(Ω, T )). As in the proof of the previous lemma,
Friedrichs’ inequality and this one imply that for sufficiently small Ω there is a γ such that
‖~ξ‖2H1(Ω,T ) ≔ ‖~ξ‖2 + ‖~∇~ξ‖2 6 γ‖ ˜L~ξ g‖2, (53)
holds for any ~ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ) (hence for any ~ξ ∈ H10 (Ω, T )). Thus kerK = {0}. (In fact, ker ¯K =
{0}.) This is true for any metric, including the ones that admit conformal Killing vector fields
because of the additional condition that the vector field vanishes on the boundary ∂Ω. Hence K
is invertible on ranK. Because of (53), this inverse is an L2-continuous linear map, so it can be
extended to a continuous linear map on ranK. Therefore we have a continuous operator R on the
entire ˜L2(Ω, T ∨T ) which is defined on the closed subspace ranK by this extension, and on the
orthogonal complement ker ¯E = ranK⊥ by zero:
R : ˜L2(Ω, T∨T ) → H10 (Ω, T ) ⊂ L2(Ω, T ), R◦K = idC∞o (Ω,T ), kerR ⊃ ker ¯E, R is continuous.
We indicated that ranR ⊂ H10 (Ω). This follows from (53), which also implies thatR is continuous
even as map into H10 (Ω), but we need only its L2-continuity.
Take the adjoint ofR ◦K. All the adjoints are taken here with respect to the L2 scalar product.
If A and B are two densely defined operators so that AB is also densely defined, then usually only
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(AB)+ ⊃ B+A+ holds, but if A is continuous and everywhere defined, then (AB)+ = B+A+. This
is our case, so (R ◦K)+ = K+ ◦ R+. Being the adjoint of a continuous operator, R+ is also
continuous, and domR+ = L2(Ω, T ). On the other hand, (R ◦K)+ = (idC∞o (Ω,T ))+ = idL2(Ω,T ).
Since K+ = ¯E, we finally have ¯E ◦R+ = idL2(Ω,T ). This also means that ranR+ ⊂ dom ¯E. As
usual, (ranR+)⊥ = kerR++ = kerR ⊃ ker ¯E. (R++ = R because R is continuous, everywhere
defined.) Thus ranR+ ⊂ ranR+ ⊂ (ker ¯E)⊥. The map S ≔ R+ is exactly what we were looking
for. 
Corollary. Let the space be at least three dimensional, Ω and E as in the above lemma. Let
L : L2(Ω, T∨T ) → R be a continuous linear map, and ker ¯E ⊂ ker L. Then there is an f ∈ L2(Ω)
such that L[p] = 〈 f , p〉 for any solution p to the constraint equation ¯E[p˜] + 1/n ~∇p = 0, where
p ≔ pii ∈ H1(Ω) and p˜ ≔ p− 1/n p g ∈ dom ¯E.
Proof. Continuity of L implies that L = 〈t, ·〉 with some t ∈ L2(Ω, T ∨T ). It is enough to prove
the statement for traceless t, so we assume that t ∈ ˜L2(Ω, T ∨T ). By the assumption on L, t is
orthogonal to ker ¯E. Any solution p to the constraint equation can be written as p = S[1/n ~∇p]+q˜,
where p = pii, the map S is the solution assignment found in the lemma, and q˜ ∈ ker ¯E. Note that
S+ is defined everywhere on ˜L2(Ω, T∨T ). We write L[p] = 〈t,S[1/n ~∇p]+ q˜〉 = 〈t,S[1/n ~∇p]〉 =
〈S+[t], 1/n ~∇p〉 for any p that satisfies the constraint equation. Let ~v ≔ 1/nS+[t] ∈ H10 (Ω, T ).
H10 (Ω, T ) is the completion of C∞0 (Ω, T ) in H1(Ω, T ), so there is a sequence ~vk ∈ C∞0 (Ω, T ) that
converges to ~v in H1(Ω, T ). By the definition of the weak derivative, ~∇ can be recast on ~vk.
Since ∇ivik strongly converges in L2(Ω) to the weak divergence of ~v, we have L[p] = 〈 f , p〉 with
f = −∇ivi ∈ L2(Ω). 
Appendix D: Embeddability of spaces and the Hamiltonian constraint
If the class of transverse traceless smooth tensor fields on a bounded domain Ω ⊂ Σ is broad
enough, then we can argue that a function f : Ω → R vanishes if the orthogonality condition
∫Ω f q˜ijq˜ij = 0 holds for all fields q˜ in this class. If the metric is flat on Ω, and Σ is at least three
dimensional, then the argument is short. For simplicity, let Ω ⊂ Rn (n > 3). Let k ∈ Rn be an
arbitrary vector, and choose other two unit vectors m and n so that the three vectors are mutually
orthogonal to each other. Then q˜(x) ≔ ek·x(m ⊗ m − n ⊗ n) gives q˜ijq˜ij = 2 e2k·x, where · is the
standard scalar product in Rn. The space generated by such functions is dense in L2(Ω), so f = 0.
That was quick. We have to slow down if Σ is curved since there are no constant vector fields
analogous to k, m, and n. It is plausible, but we cannot be sure that the conclusion of the previous
paragraph was not merely due to the flatness of the space. Nonvanishing curvature is an obstacle
to the construction of constant vector fields by parallel transport. Fortunately, the generalization of
the above argument to curved spaces is not long. This statement seems to contradict the length of
this appendix. The reason for this extended note is twofold: all the relevant theorems are included
so that the reader is not referred to the literature for the precise statements, and the question is put
into the context of embeddability of spaces so that what would be only a technical detail in our
argument reveals a (disputably18) important feature of Einstein’s gravity.
The freedom in the choice of a transverse momentum determines what n > 2 dimensional
spaces can be thought of as spacial slices of an n + 1 dimensional vacuum spacetime. To see
this, first note that if the spacetime metric solves Einstein’s equations, then in particular all the
gravitational constraints are satisfied. In terms of the extrinsic curvature K, its trace K, and the
Ricci scalar R of the spatial metric g, the momentum and the Hamiltonian constraints are the
equations ∇i(Kij − Kgij) = 0 and KijKij − K2 − R = 0, respectively, or in terms of the momentum
p = K − K g and its trace p, ∇i pij = 0 and pij pij − 1n−1 p2 − R = 0. Actually, the solubility of
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the constraints is also sufficient for the existence of such an embedding since if (Σ, g) is a smooth
three dimensional Riemannian manifold with a smooth symmetric tensor field K on it so that all
the constraints are satisfied, then there is a globally hyperbolic Ricci-flat spacetime with a Cauchy
surface whose induced metric and extrinsic curvature are g and K.19 So the real question is if we
have enough freedom to prescribe pij pij − 1n−1 p2 so that the Hamiltonian constraint is satisfied by
a transverse momentum for a given spatial metric. The Campbell-Magaard theorem asserts that
this can be done in some neighborhood of any point of Σ if the latter is an analytical Riemannian
manifold, so such n dimensional manifolds can always be locally embedded into a Ricci flat n + 1
dimensional Riemannian or Lorentzian manifold. Of course this theorem does not provide us with
a unique embedding, and the way in which the space is embedded into the ambient spacetime can
be further specified. One of the most natural questions is that if the space can be embedded so that it
is a maximal slice of the surrounding spacetime, meaning that p = 0 on the embedded space. This
question has been raised and answered in the affirmative in [20], however, Σ itself was required to
be of Lorentzian signature. Note that this is a necessary condition, since the Hamiltonian constraint
reads as p˜ij p˜ij − R = 0, in which the first term is a positive definite expression of the traceless p˜
if (Σ, g) is Riemannian, so the constraint cannot be satisfied for a metric whose Ricci scalar is not
nonnegative. (The tilde over p is just our usual mnemonic for tracelessness.)
In the arguments showing that the constraints are satisfiable for a given spatial metric, some of
the components of the extrinsic curvature are eliminated through the algebraic equations given by
the Hamiltonian constraint (and p = 0) so that the momentum constraint becomes an equation to
which the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem applies. The reason why analiticity is required and only
local results are obtained is that the proofs rely on this theorem. We give a brief summary of
the argument in [20] for a Riemannian space Σ. For later purposes we will not set the trace of
the momentum to zero, but instead it is assumed to be prescribed by an analytic function t. We
also want to apply the analysis to a slightly more general kinetic term Gijkl pij pkl, where Gijkl =
κ (gikg jl + gilg jk) − λ gijgkl with constants κ > 0 and λ. So the constraint quadratic in p has the
form 2κpij pij − λp2 = s, where s is a prescribed function. In a neighborhood of a point x ∈ Σ
we introduce Gaussian normal coordinates corresponding to a the hypersurface on which say the
first coordinate vanishes. Note that if the metric is analytic in a local coordinate system at x, then
there are Gaussian normal coordinates in which the metric is still analytic. In these coordinates
the metric components g1j are zero for j = 2, . . . , n, and g11 = 1. We set the components pij to
zero except for p22, p33, and p1j if j = 1, . . . , n. For this arrangement n > 3 is necessary. Together
with pii = p11 + g22 p22 + g33 p33 = t we have n + 2 constraint equations for the n + 2 nonzero
components of pij, so we have no more freedom to specify more components of the momentum.
After the elimination of p33 through pii = t, the quadratic constraint gives the following second
order equation for p22:(
g22
g33
det g[2,3]
) (
p22
)2
+
((
p11 − t)det g[2,3]
g33
)
p22 + (p11 − t)p11 + n∑
i, j=2
gij p1i p1j − s4κ −
(
λ
4κ
− 1
2
)
t2 = 0,
(54)
where g[2,3] ≔ g22g33 − g223. Since (gij)i, j=2,...,n is positive definite, g22 > 0, g[2,3] > 0, and thus
g33 > 0. If the discriminant of this equation is positive, then using one branch of solutions for p22,
we get the desired form for the momentum constraint:
∂p1j
∂x1
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
k=1
a
ij
k (z)
∂p1k
∂xi
+ b j(z), z = (x1, . . . , xn, p11, . . . , p1n), j = 1, . . . , n, (55)
where aijk (z) and b j(z) are analytic functions on a domain that will be described soon.
A function f is analytical on an open set Ω ⊂ Rm if and only if for any compact set K ⊂ Ω
there are positive constants M and r such that f ∈ CM,r(x) for any x ∈ K. f ∈ CM,r(x) means that f
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is smooth in a neighborhood of x, and
|∂j f (x)| 6 M j! r−|j| for all j ∈ Nm,
where j is a multiindex, j! ≔ j1! . . . jm!, and |j| ≔ j1 + · · · + jm. Now we are ready to quote the
relevant version of the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem. The theorem is often stated without making
it explicit how the size of the neighborhood in which the solution must exist depends on the given
data. For later purposes, we included such a specification of the radius of convergence, which of
course can be seen from the classic proofs of the theorem.21
Theorem. (Cauchy-Kowalevski) Let aijk and b j be real analytic functions at the origin of Rn+N−1.
Then the system of differential equations
∂u j
∂x1
=
n∑
i=2
N∑
k=1
a
ij
k (z)
∂uk
∂xi
+ b j(z), z = (x2,..., xn, u1,..., uN), j = 1, . . . , N
with initial conditions u j = 0 at x1 = 0 ( j = 1, . . . , N) has a system of real analytic solutions
u j(x1, x2, . . . xn) in the ball Bρ(0), where ρ depends on n, N, and on the class CM,r(0) to which all
the coefficients aijk and b j belong. This is the only solution that is real analytic at the origin.
Equation (55) has a form slightly different from the expression in this theorem: the coefficients
are allowed to depend on x1. However, this is not more general than the system in the theorem
since one can always extend the set of unknown variables (u1, . . . , uN) by a new function v with a
further equation ∂v/∂x1 = 1 and initial value v = 0 at x1 = 0. Then v plays the role of x1.
Let x = (0, x2, . . . , xn). If s(x) is positive, and t2(x) is sufficiently small, then the discriminant of
equation (54) is positive at x if p1j(x) = 0. So the constraint equations can be reduced to the form
(55). In order to calculate to what class CM,r(z) the coefficient functions aijk and b j in (55) belong,
we have to evaluate the derivatives of the solution of (54) with respect to (x1, . . . , xn, p11, . . . , p1n)
at (0, x2, . . . , xn, 0, . . . , 0). The derivatives with respect to (p11, . . . , p1n) result in negative powers
of the discriminant of (54). Combining this observation with the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem, we
arrive at the following characterization of local solutions to the constraints:
Lemma 5. Let (Σ, g) be an at least three dimensional Riemannian manifold, (U, ϕ) a coordinate
chart in which g is analytic; M, r, a, and b positive constants. S and T are two families of functions
on U such that S , T ⊂ ∩y∈UCM,r(y) in the given local coordinates; and a < s, |t| < b for all s ∈ S ,
t ∈ T. If b is sufficiently small, then there is a neighborhood N of any point of U such that for all
s ∈ S and t ∈ T there is a smooth symmetric tensor field p which satisfies ∇i pij = 0, pii = t, and
pij pij − σp2 = s everywhere on N, where σ is a constant.
This lemma guarantees a class of local solutions to our constraints on the momentum. The fol-
lowing lemma is about the consequences of orthogonality conditions similar to the one mentioned
at the beginning of this appendix.
Lemma 6. Let (Σ, g) be an n > 3 dimensional Riemannian manifold, x ∈ Σ, (Ω, ϕ) a coordinate
chart around x in which g and the positive function s : Ω → R+ in part b) are analytic. For any
̺ > 0 there is a bounded domain N ⊂ Ω containing x with the following property. Let f ∈ L2(N).
Define F : Rn → R by F |ϕ(N)≔ √g f ◦ ϕ−1 and F |Rn\ϕ(N) = 0. Let ˆF be the Fourier transform of F.
a) If ∫N f p˜ij p˜ij = 0 for any smooth transverse traceless symmetric tensor field p˜ on ¯N, then
supp ˆF ∩ B̺(0) = ∅, where B̺(0) is the ball of radius ̺ centered at the origin.
b) If ∫N f p = 0 for any momentum p that is transverse on N and satisfies pij pij−σp2 = s, where
σ is a constant, then supp ˆF ∩ B̺(0) = ∅.
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Proof. Let g : Rn → R be the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function of B̺(0),
which is the ball of radius ̺ centered at the origin. Such a g is analytic, so for any compact set K
there are constants M and r such that g ∈ CM,r(y) for any y ∈ K. Since g is bounded, there is a
constant c such that c + g is positive. Let ga be the translation of g by a ∈ Rn, so ga(y) = g(y − a).
For any δ > 0 there is a neighborhood U of x such that U, T ≔ { 0 }, and the family that is
defined by S ≔ { d } ∪ { ga + c | |a| < δ } in the given local coordinates satisfy the conditions of
lemma 5. Here d can be any positive constant. Thus there is a bounded domain N ⊂ U which has
the property that for any s ∈ S there is a smooth transverse traceless symmetric tensor field p˜ that
satisfies p˜ij p˜ij = s on ¯N.
Now let f be as in part a). ∫Rn F s = 0 for all s ∈ S , and since S contains a constant, this implies
that F is orthogonal to all the translations of g by |a| < δ. Therefore∫
Rn
dnk gˆ(k)∗ ˆF(k) eik·a =
∫
|k|<̺
dnk ˆF(k) eik·a = 0 for all |a| < δ,
where · denotes the standard scalar product in Rn. The function a 7→ ∫|k|<̺ dnk ˆF(k) eik·a is analytic
on Rn since it is the Fourier transform of a compactly supported square integrable function. Thus it
is identically zero because the above equality shows that it vanishes on an open subset of Rn. That
means that ∫|k|<̺ dnk ˆF(k) eik·a = 0 for any a ∈ Rn, hence ˆF(k) = 0 for any |k| < ̺.
Part b) goes along the same lines. Here T ≔ { ǫ ga | |a| < δ } (δ > 0) and S = { s } satisfy the
conditions of lemma 5 together with some neighborhood U of x, provided that ǫ > 0 is sufficiently
small. 
Appendix E: Proof of theorem 1
We will use the tensor field p instead of the momentum pi = √g p. The momentum dependence is
indicated explicitly, but the metric dependence is suppressed in our notations. The starting point is
C[α, β, p]·H [p] + Ci[α, β, p]·Hi[p] =
∫
Σ
tij[α, β]pij. (56)
Let pρ,σ ≔ ρp+σq˜ + g on a bounded domain Ω ⊃ suppα∪ supp β, where ρ and σ are constants,
p and the traceless q˜ are smooth symmetric tensor fields. Note that the inverse metric satisfies the
momentum constraint: ∇igij = 0. In order for pρ,σ to be a momentum, we can demand for example
that on the entire space Σ it is compactly supported. Recall that we use the word momentum for
only kinematically allowed momentum (see Appendix A), so any momentum is assumed to be
smooth. Since the right hand side of (56) is linear in ρ and σ, if Ci[α, β, pρ,σ]·Hi[pρ,σ], which is
ρ
∫
Σ
Ci[α, β, pρ,σ]∇jq˜ ji + σ
∫
Σ
Ci[α, β, pρ,σ]∇j p ji , (57)
vanishes, so does the term in C[α, β, pρ,σ]·H [pρ,σ] proportional to ρσ. The latter term is
(nλ − 2κ) ∫
Σ
p C[α, β, q˜] − 2κ ∫
Σ
C[α, β, g] p˜ijq˜ij, (58)
where p = pii and p˜ = p− 1/n p g.
We use the operators D and E introduced in lemma 3 and 4. They map square integrable
tensor fields on a bounded domain Ω into the space of square integrable vector fields. Any limit
or convergence will be meant in these spaces. ¯D and ¯E are the closures of D and E. Recall
that p ∈ ker ¯D means that there is a sequence of pk which are smooth on ¯Ω, limk→∞ pk = p, and
limn→∞D[pk] = 0. Since the kernel of a closed operator is closed, kerD ⊂ ker ¯D , but we did not
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show that kerD = ker ¯D , so we have to be a little careful later. A p ∈ ker ¯D is not necessarily
smooth, so C or Ci might not be defined on it. Nevertheless, (57) is zero not only for p and q˜ such
that p|Ω ∈ kerD and q˜|Ω ∈ kerE, but also if p|Ω ∈ ker ¯D and q˜|Ω ∈ kerE, or if p|Ω ∈ kerD and
q˜|Ω ∈ ker ¯E, where the evaluation of (57) and (58) on a tensor field p ∈ ker ¯E ⊂ ker ¯D is meant
by taking the limit of the integrals along an approximating sequence of momenta pk. On the other
hand, it is unpredictable what would happen if we tried p|Ω ∈ ker ¯D and q˜|Ω ∈ ker ¯E. In this case
(57) might not converge along momenta tending to p and q˜ even if there is nothing pathological
about Ci. For instance, if they contain higher derivatives of p with smooth coefficient functions,
there is already enough room for an unpleasant behavior.
First let p = 0 and p˜ = q˜. If q˜ is a smooth tensor field which is transverse and traceless on
Ω, then the first term in (58) is absent, and we have ∫Σ C[α, β, g] q˜ijq˜ij = 0. Now we show that
this implies that C[α, β, g] = 0. Since suppα and supp β are compact, by using an appropriate
partition of unity, α and β can always be written as a (finite) sum of compactly supported smooth
functions αr and βs such that suppαr ∪ supp βs ⊃ suppC[αr, βs, g] is covered by one or two
disjoint coordinate domains for any r and s, depending on how far the supports of αr and βs are
from each other. So we can assume that α and β already have this property. Let (Ω, ϕ) be one
of these covering charts, and K ≔ suppα ∪ supp β ∩Ω. Assume that g is analytic in the given
local coordinates. By part a) of lemma 6, for any ̺ > 0 there is an open covering of K, and thus
by the compactness of K a finite subcovering which consists of neighborhoods N so that ̺ and N
have the properties as in part a) of the lemma. By the aid of a partition of unity subordinate to the
latter subcovering, we decompose α and β into the sum of αr and βs. ∫Σ C[αr, βs, g] q˜ijq˜ij = 0 for
any smooth q˜ that is traceless and transverse on Ω (and zero on suppα ∪ supp β \Ω). Part a) of
lemma 6 with f = C[αr, βs, g], the linearity of the Fourier transformation, and the arbitrariness of
̺ imply that C[α, β, g] = 0.
So the second term in (58) is zero, and the condition on C is that limk→∞ ∫Σ p C[α, β, q˜k] = 0 if p
is a momentum transverse on K, and q˜k is a sequence of traceless momenta such that q˜k|Ω converges
and limn→∞E[q˜k|Ω] = 0. As in the former paragraph, the chart (Ω, ϕ) is one of the (at most two)
coordinate charts that cover suppα ∪ supp β, and g is assumed to be analytic in (Ω, ϕ). (On the
other chart, if there is any, p and q˜k are set to zero.) Ω is chosen so that it satisfies the conditions
of lemma 3 and 4. Let p be analytic. By part b) of lemma 6 (actually, there is no quadratic
constraint on p here) and a decomposition of α and β similar to the one applied in the former
paragraph, we conclude that the above limit limk→∞ ∫Σ p C[α, β, q˜k] vanishes for all analytic p. The
contribution of Ci[α, β, p] · Hi[p] to the right hand side of (56) is ∫Σ Ci[α, β, 0]∇jp ji , which also
goes to zero along p = q˜k. As we have just proved, so does the contribution of C[α, β, p] · H [p],
which is ∫Σ C[α, β, p]G[g], if G[g] is analytic in (Ω, ϕ). Lα,β[p] ≔ ∫Ω tij[α, β] pij = ∫K tij[α, β] pij is a
continuous linear functional on the square integrable fields on Ω. The conclusion of this paragraph
is that ker ¯E ⊂ ker Lα,β if G[g] is analytic in (Ω, ϕ).
Now we show that if p ∈ ker ¯D and p ∈ H1(Ω), then p ∈ ker Lα,β. The coordinate chart (Ω, ϕ)
has the properties as before, in particular, it satisfies the conditions of lemma 3 and 4, and as before
we define K ≔ suppα ∪ supp β ∩Ω. By the corollary of lemma 4, there is an fα,β ∈ L2(Ω) such
that Lα,β[p] = 〈 fα,β, p〉 if p ∈ ker ¯D and p ∈ H1(Ω). According to lemma 4, there is a p ∈ ker ¯D
for any p ∈ H1(Ω). Since H1(Ω) is dense in L2(Ω), fα,β is unique. Note that (α, β) 7→ fα,β is
bilinear. What we showed in the former paragraph implies that fα,β = 0 almost everywhere on
Ω \ K since the domain Ω in the previous paragraph could be replaced by any smaller domain
containing K. Assume that G[g] is analytic in (Ω, ϕ), and if necessary, let us add a constant c to
it so that it is negative on Ω. Here we assume that κ > 0. (κ < 0 is the same, but then G[g] + c
should be positive.) If the momentum p is transverse on Ω, and 2κpij pij −λp2 = − 1√gG[g], then all
the constraints Hµ[p] = 0 are satisfied on Ω, so 〈 fα,β, p〉 = 0. The next step is familiar. By part b)
of lemma 6 and an appropriate decomposition of α and β, we conclude that fα,β = 0. Since there is
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some freedom in the constant added to G[g] in order to make it negative, and fα,β depends linearly
on this constant, we reached the conclusion fα,β = 0 with the original analytic G[g].
In order to clear the way for lemma 3, we have to argue that ker ¯D ⊂ ker Lα,β. This statement
is stronger than what we proved in the former paragraph since it is imaginable that an element of
ker ¯D can be approximated by only such sequences pk for which the derivative∇j pk of the trace and
the divergence ∇i p˜ijk of the traceless part are divergent, but the sum ∇i p˜ijk + 1/n∇ jpk tends to zero.
For any p ∈ ker ¯D there is a convergent sequence of momenta pk for which limk→∞D[pk] = 0.
Write the traceless part p˜k of pk as the sum of a term in ker ¯E and a term orthogonal to ker ¯E. Since
ker ¯E ⊂ ker Lα,β, if p˜k is replaced by the latter term, Lα,β[pk] remains the same as with the original
pk. So let us do this replacement. Let r˜k be a traceless tensor that solves ¯E[r˜k] + 1/n ~∇pk = 0,
where pk is the trace of pk. Lemma 4 guarantees that r˜k exists. Define rk ≔ r˜k + 1/n pk g. As
shown in the previous paragraph, Lα,β[rk] = 0. By the continuity of the solution assignment in
lemma 4, limn→∞ rk = limk→∞ pk since p˜k solves the same equation as r˜k apart from a term which
converges to zero as n → ∞. Since Lα,β is a continuous functional, Lα,β[p] = limn→∞ Lα,β[rk] = 0.
Apply lemma 3 to complete the proof, at least for a metric analytic in (Ω, ϕ).
By properties (iii),(iv), and lemma 1, we can extend the results to any kinematically allowed
metric.
Appendix F
Lemma 7. If Gkli j is an ultralocal concomitant of the metric with symmetry properties Gkli j = Gklj i =
Glki j , then Gkli j = κ(δkiδlj + δliδkj) − λ gijgkl, where κ and λ are constant.
Proof. Take any x 7→ y(x) diffeomorphism such that y(x0) = x0 and (y∗gij)(x0) = gij(x0), that is,
Dij ≔ ∂ jy
i(x0) ∈ O(n). The transformation rule of G, whose components are Gkli j = Gijmngkmgln, is
(y∗G)k′ l′i′ j′ (x0) = (D−1)ii′(D−1) jj′Dk
′
k D
l′
l Gkli j(x0).
Since G is concomitant of the metric (and ultralocal in it), (y∗G(g))(x0) = G(y∗g(x0)). But by our
selection of y, this implies that G(x0) is invariant, so from the transformation rule of G we get
Di
′
i D
j′
j G
k′l′
i′ j′ (x0) = Gkli j(x0)Dk
′
k D
l′
l ,
which means that G(x0) is an intertwiner between representations of the orthogonal group on sym-
metric matrices. Since the symmetrized product of two fundamental representations of O(n) de-
composes into two inequivalent irreducible representations, Schur’s lemma tells us that the space
of the intertwiners is only two dimensional, and the formula in the statement already spans a two
dimensional space at every point. The coefficients κ and λ are constant since they are scalars, con-
comitant of the metric, and the only way that ξi∂iκ(x0) = 0 whenever ∇(iξ j)(x0) = 0 is that ∂iκ = 0,
and similarly, ∂iλ = 0. 
Lemma 8. Let Γ be the manifold of the kinematically allowed fields on Σ, and G : Γ → C∞(Σ)
such that
δ
δφ
N·G[φ] = f ((∂jN)|j|6J), (59)
where f is a linear function of N ∈ C∞0 (Σ) and its derivatives up to order J < ∞ with smooth
coefficients. Then G[φ](x) is the function of φ(x) and the derivatives of φ at x up to order J.
Proof. Let (φλ)λ∈(0,1) ∈ Γ be a variation. If we multiply the left hand side of (59) by ∂λφ, and
integrate it over Σ, we get ∂λ(N· G[φλ]). The right hand side of (59) shows that ∂λ(N· G[φλ]) = 0
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if supp ∂λφ ∩ suppN = ∅ since f ((∂jN(x))|j|6J) = 0 if x < suppN. It can be shown that by the
assumptions made on Γ – see property (i) in Appendix A – this implies that N·G[φ] depends on φ
restricted to any neighborhood that contains suppN. Differentiate N·G[φλ] with respect to λ, use
(59) for the functional derivative, integrate by parts to get undifferentiated N only, then integrate
with respect to λ as well, exchange the order of the latter integral with the integration over Σ, and
finally note that N is an arbitrary C∞0 (Σ) function. The result is
G[φ1](x) − G[φ0](x) =
∫ 1
0
dλ
∑
|j|6J
Cj[φλ](x) ∂j∂λφλ(x) (60)
for any point x ∈ Σ. The multiindex j labels coordinates on Σ.
Let ψ ∈ Γ . By property (i), there is a variation (φλ)λ∈(0,1)∈Γ such that φλ=λψ + (1 − λ)ψJ on a
neighborhood of x, and φ1 =ψ on Σ. Here ψJ is the Taylor series of ψ about x, truncated at order
J. The right hand side of (60) vanishes for φλ. So G[ψJ](x) =G[φ0](x) =G[φλ=1](x) =G[ψ](x).
G[φλ](x) depends only on φλ restricted to an arbitrary neighborhood of x, and in a neighborhood
of x the function ψJ is determined by ψ and its derivatives at x up to order J. 
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